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Abstract

The energy consumption of large-scale high-performance computer (HPC)
systems has become one of the foremost concerns of both data-center oper-
ators and computer manufacturers. This has renewed interest in alternative
computer architectures that could offer substantially better energy-efficiency.
Yet, the for the evaluation of the potential of these architectures necessary
well-optimized implementations of typical HPC benchmarks are often not
available for these for the HPC industry novel architectures. The in this work
presented LU factorization benchmark implementation aims to provide such a
high-quality tool for the HPC industry standard high-performance LINPACK
benchmark (HPL) for the eight-core Texas Instruments TMS320C6678 digital
signal processor (DSP).

The presented implementation could perform the LU factorization at up to
30.9 GF/s at 1.25 GHz core clock frequency by using all the eight DSP cores
of the System-on-Chip (SoC). This is 77% of the attainable peak double-
precision floating-point performance of the DSP, a level of efficiency that
is comparable to the efficiency expected on traditional x86-based processor
architectures. A presented detailed performance analysis shows that this is
largely due to the optimized implementation of the embedded generalized
matrix-matrix multiplication (GEMM).

For this operation, the on-chip direct memory access (DMA) engines were
used to transfer the necessary data from the external DDR3 memory to the
core-private and shared scratchpad memory. This allowed to overlap the data
transfer with computations on the DSP cores. The computations were in turn
optimized by using software pipeline techniques and were partly implemented
in assembly language. With these optimization the performance of the matrix
multiplication reached up to 95% of attainable peak performance. A detailed
description of these two key optimization techniques and their application to
the LU factorization is included.

Using a specially instrumented Advantech TMDXEVM6678L evaluation
module, described in detail in related work, allowed to measure the SoC’s
energy efficiency of up to 2.92 GF/J while executing the presented benchmark.
Results from the verification of the benchmark execution using standard HPL
correctness checks and an uncertainty analysis of the experimentally gathered
data are also presented.



Sammanfattning

Energiförbrukningen av storskaliga högpresterande datorsystem (HPC)
har blivit ett av de främsta problemen för såväl ägare av dessa system som
datortillverkare. Det har lett till ett förnyat intresse för alternativa datorar-
kitekturer som kan vara betydligt mer effektiva ur energiförbrukningssyn-
punkt. För detaljerade analyser av prestanda och energiförbrukning av dessa
för HPC-industrin nya arkitekturer krävs väloptimerade implementationer av
standard HPC-bänkmärkningsproblem. Syftet med detta examensarbete är
att tillhandhålla ett sådant högkvalitativt verktyg i form av en implementa-
tion av ett bänkmärkesprogram för LU-faktorisering för den åttakärniga di-
gitala signalprocessorn (DSP) TMS320C6678 från Texas Instruments. Bänk-
märkningsproblemet är samma som för det inom HPC-industrin välkända
bänkmärket “high-performance LINPACK” (HPL).

Den här presenterade implementationen nådde upp till en prestanda av
30,9 GF/s vid 1,25 GHz klockfrekvens genom att samtidigt använda alla åtta
kärnor i DSP:n. Detta motsvarar 77% av den teoretiskt uppnåbara prestan-
dan, vilket är jämförbart med förväntningar på effektivteten av mer traditio-
nella x86-baserade system. En detaljerad prestandaanalys visar att detta till
stor del uppnås genom den högoptimerade implementationen av den ingående
matris-matris-multiplikationen.

Användandet av specialiserade “direct memory access” (DMA) hårdvaru-
enheter för kopieringen av data mellan det externa DDR3 minnet och det in-
terna kärn-privata och delade arbetsminnet tillät att överlappa dessa operatio-
ner med beräkningar. Optimerade mjukvaruimplementationer av dessa beräk-
ningar, delvis utförda i maskinspåk, tillät att utföra matris-multiplikationen
med upp till 95% av den teoretiskt nåbara prestandan. I rapporten ges en
detaljerad beskrivning av dessa två nyckeltekniker.

Energiförbrukningen vid exekvering av det implementerade bänkmärket
kunde med hjälp av en för ändamålet anpassad Advantech TMDXEVM6678L
evalueringsmodul bestämmas till maximalt 2,92 GF/J. Resultat från verifika-
tionen av bänkmärkesimplementationen och en uppskattning av mätosäker-
heten vid de experimentella mätningarna presenteras också.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Babylonian mathematicians used numerical approximations to solve mathematical
problems more than 4 000 years ago. The sexagesimal number 1; 24, 51, 10 imprinted
on the small clay tablet YBC 7289 was supposedly used in calculations made by a
trainee scribe. This remarkably good approximation of

√
2 is exact to about 300

parts per billion, or more than six decimal digits [44]. Mathematical reasoning and
numerical calculations facilitated scientific discoveries already in ancient Greece.
For instance Eratosthenes of Cyrênê calculated the circumference of the Earth
about 230 B.C. [36].

The character of numerical analysis, the branch of mathematics concerned with
numerical calculations, changed significantly with the invention of electronic com-
puters in the 1940s. The field of scientific computing was rapidly established hand
in hand with the improvement of the capabilities of these new machines during the
second half of the 20th century [83, p. ix]. Today, at the beginning of the 21st

century, large scale computations have become an essential part of many fields of
science. As a consequence, the idea of including computation as a third pillar of
the scientific method besides theory and experimentation is being debated [121].

As the applications of computers rapidly diversified beyond the scientific com-
munity, the number of installed systems increased and their performance charac-
teristics started to spread. With the introduction of the CDC 6600 by the Control
Data Corporation in the 1960s, the term “supercomputer” to describe the fastest
and most capable computers of the time came into widespread use [17]. More re-
cently the concept of capability computing was introduced to further delineate the
small class of “the most powerful supercomputers to solve the largest and most
demanding problems” [48, p. 279].

The capabilities of a computer system will ultimately be judged in relation to
its intended use or as eloquently formulated by Arnold Allen [2]:

The word performance in computer performance means the same thing
that performance means in other contexts, that is, it means "How well
is the computer doing the work it is supposed to do?"

1



CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

Yet, it is common that the workload of a computer system is not known beforehand.
This is especially true for high-end capability systems that are often expanding the
boundary of what is computationally feasible. Instead, better defined and often
much simpler benchmark programs are used to assess the characteristics of a com-
puter system. To provide a reasonably accurate prediction of the performance under
application conditions, benchmarks are often collected in suites aimed towards a
specific application domain. For instance the NAS parallel benchmarks [6] and the
HPC Challenge Benchmark Suite [75] (HPCC) target high-performance computing
applications in science and engineering. Other communities have developed differ-
ent benchmark suites to capture the essence of the applications in their domain.
For example the EEMBC benchmarks [39] that are maintained by the embedded
processing community, for which DSPs are of key interest, do not include common
HPC benchmarks.

Due to their simple and well-understood structure, kernel- and micro-bench-
marks can also be useful to isolate specific performance characteristics [25, p. 215].
For instance the STREAM benchmark [77, 78] and the RandomAccess benchmark
of the HPCC suite mainly assess the performance of the memory system. The high-
performance LINPACK benchmark [91] (HPL) on the other hand predominantly
characterizes the floating-point performance of the CPU.

Owing to its simplicity and relevance for scientific and engineering applications
of the time, the LINPACK benchmark [30, Appendix B], created in 1979, was
quickly adopted by the research community. It later evolved into the HPL bench-
mark used to rank large computer systems on the Top500 list [117]. Since well-
optimized implementations of the HPL benchmark tend to maximize system power
consumption, this benchmark is often used in acceptance tests during procurement
procedures because power has become an essential and constraining factor.

1.1 The Increase in Computing Speed

Since the first edition of the Top500 list in 1993, the performance of the number
one system on that list increased about 90% every year. Should this trend shown
in Figure 1.1 continue, the first 1 EF/s supercomputer, capable of computing 1018

double-precision floating-point operations per second, would become operational
during 2019. This growth rate is high compared to historical trends. From the
400 F/s ENIAC computer in 1946 until the first leading system on the Top500 list
in 1993, the CM-5/1024 performing 59.7 GF/s, performance grew on average only
49% per year [60, p. 33]. This earlier evolution is also closer to the long-term
annual growth of 45% in computation per constant dollar from 1945 to 2006 for
general-purpose computers [86].

According to Hennessy and Patterson the performance of microprocessors in-
creased 52% per year between 1986 and 2003, and only 22% per year after that [53,
p. 3]. Since these rates were considerably lower than growth in the performance of
high-end capability systems, system architects were simply forced to increase the

2
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Figure 1.1: Projected development of the number one system on the Top500 list.
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Figure 1.2: Number of processors and size of the equation system of the leading
system on the Top500 list.

amount of parallel computations. As shown in Figure 1.2 the number of individual
processors in the number one system of the Top500 list has increased about 3 000
times since 1993. This development was enabled by improvements of packaging
and cooling technologies that permitted physical denser system integration.

As a consequence of the rapid scale-out, or increase in parallelism [80], the
power demand of high-end capability computers has reached multi-mega-Watt pro-
portions. Data collected for Top500 systems since 2008 shows the rapid increase
from 2.3 MW for the leading system in June 2008 to 17.3 MW in November 2014,

3
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Figure 1.3: Energy efficiency development for the leading systems on the Green500
and the Top500 lists.

see also Figure 1.1. The increase in power demand lead to a proportional increase
of operational costs, mostly for electricity, and infrastructure investment costs, for
instance for cooling equipment, at the same time as IT equipment cost stayed con-
stant or even declined. In light of this unsustainable trend, the DARPA Exascale
Computing Study [41] recommended in 2008 a target system power of 20 MW for
a 1 EF/s supercomputer.

Similar developments raised also concerns about the sustainability of growth of
data centers [96, 13, 12]. Operators of large data centers like Microsoft, Google
and Facebook have undertaken efforts to design customized servers with the aim of
reducing power and energy consumption for their workloads [101, 58, 95, 87].

The energy efficiency of the fastest systems on the Top500 list has only increased
by approximately 40% per year since 2008 as shown in Figure 1.3. At this rate of
development, a 1 EF/s supercomputer using 20 MW of power would only be possible
around 2023, see Figure 1.1. Even the Top500 systems with the highest energy
efficiency, according to the Green500 list [42], only showed a 49% percent per year
improvement in energy efficiency. Also these systems would miss the 20 MW for
1 EF/s target by a factor of two in 2019. Both numbers are largely in line with
the long term trend of 55% increase per year found by Koomey [72]. Therefore,
the Partnership for Advanced Computing in Europe (PRACE) has with partial
funding from the European Commission undertaken several prototyping efforts to
encourage further development of energy efficient HPC systems [93, 92, 94].

4



1.2. COMPUTER ARCHITECTURE MATTERS

1.2 Computer Architecture Matters

Since the invention of the integrated circuit by Jack Kilby in 1958 [69], improve-
ments in manufacturing technology have allowed an exponential increase of the
number of components integrated on a single chip. Even 50 years after the initial
prediction by Gordon Moore [81], the economically optimal number of transistors
integrated on a single chip still approximately doubles every two years in line with
Moore’s revised prediction from 1975 [82]. Maybe even more importantly, for about
three decades until 2004, the application of Dennard scaling [28] allowed to increase
the performance of the shrinking transistors while reducing their power dissipation
proportional to the reduction their size [76]. During this period, computer archi-
tects have mostly focused on improving the micro-architecture of single core chips
to take full advantage of the increasing clock speeds [21].

With the end of Dennard scaling, clock frequencies have remained virtually
constant [53, p. 24] and chips have largely become power constrained. Since per-
formance increase due to micro-architecture innovation is only proportional to the
square root of the number of transistors needed (Pollack’s Rule), this new design
regime of constant transistor performance favored integration of many smaller cores
over large and complex single core designs [10]. Yet, with further expected advances
in transistor density due to effective scaling [65, Fig. OTRC2] power constraints
will likely make it impossible to simultaneously use all transistors at full frequency
resulting in the notion of “dark silicon” [40].

In light of the new power and energy constraints, the energy efficiency of general
purpose CPU designs came under close scrutiny. Conventional CPU designs gen-
erally aimed at increasing the utilization of expensive transistors, or chip area, by
providing fine grained programmability using low level operations like integer ad-
ditions or multiplications. Specialized fixed-function accelerators can on the other
hand offer 500 times better energy efficiency at the cost of reduced programmability
[50]. Designing customized cores and accelerators allows to trade-off performance
for programmability allowing to approach the energy efficiency of fixed-function
ASIC implementations [52, 26].

To take advantage of the “dark silicon” necessary to meet power constraints,
heterogeneous architectures that integrate several customized and therefore highly
efficient accelerators or cores into a single system-on-chip (SoC) were proposed [18,
106]. Using power management to turn off unused accelerators is vital to increase
the overall chip-level energy efficiency in these architectures.

1.3 The TMS320C6678 DSP in Perspective

As part of the prototyping effort within work-package WP9 of the PRACE-1IP
project [92], PDC, the center for high-performance computing at the Royal Insti-
tute of Technology in Stockholm (KTH), undertook the assessment of the energy
efficiency of the eight-core TMS320C6678 digital signal processor (DSP) manufac-

5



CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

CPU GPGPU DSP

Manufacturer Intel Nvidia
Texas

Instruments
Model Xeon E5-2698v3 GK210 TMS320C6678
Introduced Q3 2014 Q4 2014 2010
Lithography [nm] 22 28 40
TDP [W] 135 150 10
Cores 16 13 SMX 8
FLOP/(Core Cycle) 16 64 6
Total FLOP/Cycle 256 1664 48
Mult:Add 1:1 (FMA) 1:1 (FMA) 1:2
Clock [GHz] 1.9 - 2.5 0.56 - 0.875 0.8 - 1.25
Performance [GF/s] 486.4 - 640.0 931.8 - 1456 38.4 - 60.0
Memory Capacity [GiB] 768 12 8
Memory Type DDR4-2133 GDDR5 DDR3-1333
Memory Channels 4 6 1
Mem. Bandwidth [GB/s] 68 240 10.7
Machine Balance [F/B] 7.15 - 9.41 3.88 - 6.07 3.60 - 5.63
Ops. / Cap. [F/B] 0.633 - 0.833 77.7 - 121.3 4.8 - 7.5
Energy Efficiency [GF/J] 3.60 - 4.74 6.21 - 9.71 3.84 - 6.0

Table 1.1: Some characteristics of different processors and accelerators.

tured by Texas Instruments [107] under high-performance computing workloads.
This DSP was introduced in 2010 and is manufactured in 40 nm complementary
metal-oxide-semiconductor (CMOS) technology. Nominally the DSP has an energy
efficiency of 6 GF/J when using IEEE double-precision floating-point computations.
This is about a factor eight higher than what mainstream Intel Xeon processors
code-named “Westmere” manufactured in 32 nm could nominally offer at the time.

Table 1.1 compares some hardware characteristics of the TMS320C6678 DSP
with a current 22 nm Intel Xeon “Haswell” microprocessor [88, 64, 63] and a current
28 nm Nvidia “Kepler” general-purpose graphics processing unit (GPGPU) accel-
erator [102]. Intel Xeon processors are the dominating choice for Top500 systems
and Nvidia GPGPUs are the dominating choice for accelerators. The Intel CPU
described here is used in the “Beskow” system and the Nvidia GPGPUs are in-
stalled in parts of the “Tegner” cluster. These systems are the two main compute
resources currently available at PDC.

Both the CPU and the GPGPU were released in the later parts of 2014 and use
newer manufacturing technology than the DSP. For a fair architectural comparison,
the characteristics should be normalized to a common CMOS technology node as
done in [11]. But even without normalization interesting observations of the merits
of the different architectures can be made.

6



1.3. THE TMS320C6678 DSP IN PERSPECTIVE

In terms of thermal design power (TDP) both the CPU and the GPGPU require
about 13 times as much power than the DSP. Here the 150 W figure for the GPGPU
also includes the GDDR5 memory. With a list price of $160 the DSP is also much
cheaper than the CPU, about $3600, and the GPGPU, about $5000 per card with
two chips [108, 62, 102].

Clearly, the accelerator is optimized for throughput with 1 664 concurrent float-
ing-point operations per clock cycle for the whole chip, compared to the 256 op-
erations offered by the CPU. The fewer and less complex cores of the DSP offer
only a total of 48 concurrent operations, yet the DSP is also a much cheaper and
less power hungry. For instance 13 DSPs, consuming in total 130 W similar to one
Xeon CPU, could together execute 624 floating-point operations per clock cycle at
a chip cost of only $2080.

Both the GPGPU and the CPU use fused multiply-add operations while the
DSP uses distinct multiplications and additions. The fused multiply-add requires
a balanced ratio of multiplications and additions and also that the corresponding
operands allow to combine the two operations at a given time. These restrictions
complicate the use of the fused multiply-add in software, but the updates used
in linear algebra algorithms like the LU factorization should match this capability
well. On the other hand, while the DSPs approach is easier to use, the 1:2 ratio of
multiplications to additions is not beneficial for for commonly used LU factorization
algorithms that require an equal number of multiplications and additions for the
computationally dominating parts. Thus, though each DSP core can process six 64-
bit floating-point operations per cycle, only four can be used by the LU factorization
benchmark. This reduces the attainable peak performance of the DSP to between
25.6 GF/s at a clock frequency of 0.8 GHz and 40 GF/s at 1.25 GHz.

The accelerator offers the highest memory bandwidth and the widest memory
system with six channels, while the DSP only has a single 64-bit wide memory
channel. The machine balance, the ratio of floating-point performance to memory
bandwidth, is on the other hand similar for both the GPGPU and the DSP, and
surprisingly better than for the CPU. However, the CPU offers the largest memory
capacity, and also clearly the best ratio between floating-point performance and
memory capacity. This is also the weak point of the accelerator, that is two orders
of magnitude worse in this respect than the CPU, while the DSP provides a middle
ground.

In terms of nominal energy efficiency, based on TDP and peak performance,
the general purpose CPU uses most energy per operation while the specialized
accelerator uses the least. However, the older DSP can still compete with the CPU
in this respect and it may even be possible to reach the GPGPU if the right mix
of multiplications and additions can be found, as for instance is the case when
computing fast Fourier transformations [35, 119]. For the LU factorization, the
DSP is unfortunately limited to between 2.6 GF/J and 4.0 GF/J. On the other
hand, the LINPACK efficiency of the “Beskow” computer is only about 1.78 GF/J
and the leader of the November 2015 Green500 list, using GPGPU accelerators of
similar vintage as the GK210, reaches about 5.27 GF/J. In November 2010, around

7
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Figure 1.4: Scatter-plot of the computational efficiency against performance for the
November 2014 edition of the Top500 list.

the introduction of the DSP, the best system on the Green500 reached 1.68 GF/J,
putting the DSP’s energy efficiency in historical perspective.

1.4 Towards Peak Performance

Since the number of operations needed to compute the LU factorization is propor-
tional to the cube of the number of equations while the number of coefficients and
hence the required memory is only proportional to the square, see Table 4.1, this
gives large computer systems the advantage of increasingly more floating-point op-
erations that are computed on the same coefficient. The scalable HPL benchmark
algorithm is able to utilize this characteristic by taking advantage of the faster lev-
els of the memory hierarchy, like the processor caches, as for instance described in
[73, 16, 27] and analyzed theoretically in [66].

Over the time tracked by the Top500 list, the benchmark problem size of the
number one system has increased from 52 224 to 9 960 000 equations as shown in
Figure 1.2. This allowed to benefit from the outlined advantages by using weak
scaling as proposed by Gustafson [51]. Therefore, as shown in Figure 1.4, the
performance of the HPL benchmark comes close to the theoretical peak performance
for large problem sizes.

The Japanese K-computer, that first broke the 10 PF/s barrier in November
2011, is in this respect especially remarkable with a reported performance of 93%
of the theoretical peak performance of the whole system. As can further be seen
a large concentration of rather low-end systems report computational effciencies
around 70% and another cluster around 50% shows the typical efficiency of sys-
tems that use earlier generations of GPGPU accelerators. General purpose systems

8



1.5. MAIN CONTRIBUTIONS OF THIS THESIS

are expected to deliver more than 80% of the theoretical peak performance in the
benchmark. But, these numbers are distorted by the recent introduction of Tur-
boBoost and AVX2 technologies by Intel that change the actual operating clock
frequency whereas the theoretical peak is computed using the on the part marked
“base” clock frequency.

1.5 Main Contributions of This Thesis

The purpose of this thesis is to develop a highly efficient LU factorization benchmark
implementation for the TMS320C6678 DSP. Special emphasis is put on enabling
the assessment of the energy efficiency and performance of the Keystone DSP ar-
chitecture when used in HPC applications. The main contributions presented in
this work are:

• Developed and implemented a hierarchical blocking strategy for matrix mul-
tiplication optimized for the memory hierarchy of the TMS320C6678 DSP.

• Experimentally showed and proved based on specifications that using caching
mechanisms for LU decomposition can only achieve a performance substan-
tially below peak for the DSP.

• Proved, based on specifications, that close to peak performance should be
achievable if on-chip memories are configured as SRAM instead of cache and
large data accesses to external memory are managed by the DMA engines
operating concurrently with the cores of the DSP.

• Validated that the SoC can deliver performance very close to the theoretical
peak by formulating a block based LU decomposition algorithm and by em-
ploying both the IDMA and EDMA3 engines of the SoC for the optimized
block matrix multiplication embedded in the blocked LU factorization.

• Developed schedules of operations for the optimized matrix multiplication
complying with instruction timing restrictions of the DSP, core cross data
paths register usage restrictions, and core local L1 and L2 memory bank
access restrictions.

• Devised and implemented a data layout scheme for the DDR3 memory and
associated data access schedule for the optimized matrix multiplication to
enable the DDR3 memory to perform close to its peak data rate.

• Implemented the devised optimized DDR3 memory access schedule for matrix
multiplication by employing the EDMA3 engine to coordinate accesses from
the different cores in addition to serving the individual core’s needs to access
DDR3 memory for their share of the blocked LU factorization.

• Analyzed and derived error bounds for performance measurements.

9
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• Validated the correctness of the implementation through the use of both cur-
rent and past HPL correctness tests.

• Validated the approach through performance measurements for relatively
small to the largest matrices that would fit in the evaluation module used
for assessment.

• Measured the energy efficiency of the SoC and showed that for HPL an energy
efficiency relative to its nominal energy efficiency is at least as good as that
for one of the dominating, state-of-the-art server CPUs for HPC as well as
the dominating, state-of-the-art GPGPU and in absolute terms the energy
efficiency of the 40 nm TMS320C6678 is about the same as the for the 22 nm
CPU and about half of that of the 28 nm GPGPU.

1.6 Outline

The rest of this work is structured as follows:

Chapter 2 presents major results from the energy efficiency measurements and
presents an overall assessment of the performance of the LU factorization
implementation.

Chapter 3 gives mathematical background useful for the understanding of the LU
factorization and the development of the presented algorithms.

Chapter 4 presents the linear algebra algorithms that were used for the bench-
mark implementation.

Chapter 5 summarizes the hardware characteristics of the TMS320C6678 DSP
that are relevant for the LU factorization implementation.

Chapter 6 explains the strategy used to exploit the eight cores of the DSP for the
LU factorization.

Chapter 7 presents the key optimizations made to use the DMA engines and the
strategy to take advantage of the memory hierarchy of the DSP to improve
the performance of the benchmark.

Chapter 8 introduces the pipelining mechanisms used in the benchmark to overlap
data transfers with computation.

Chapter 9 gives an overview over the LU factorization implementation.

Chapter 10 presents the results of the detailed performance analysis and the ver-
ification of the benchmark implementation and instrumentation system.

Chapter 11 contains the conclusions drawn and future work.

10



Chapter 2

Main Results

The implemented LU factorization benchmark reaches almost 80% of attainable
peak performance on the TMS320C6678 DSP. This is in line with expectations of
well optimized HPL benchmark implementations on general-purpose CPUs and bet-
ter than the 70% efficiency attained for the state-of-the-art Nvidia GK210 GPGPU
[61]. This thesis presents the programming techniques and idioms that were devised
to utilize the architectural features of the DSP to achieve this level of efficiency. To
the extent that HPL is representative for HPC workloads, the results also show that
a DSP architecture as embodied by the TMS320C6678 SoC is a viable alternative
for energy efficient HPC. We expect that similar architectural features, and hence
the devised programming techniques and idioms, to be critical for high-performance
applications on future generation multi-core and heterogeneous CPUs.

Table 2.1 gives a summary of the results of a series of benchmark experiments
carried out as part of PDCs contribution to WP9 of the PRACE-1IP project. These
results were part of the architectural evaluation of the TMS320C6678 from an en-
ergy efficiency perspective that was reported as a project deliverable to the Euro-
pean Commission [68]. The data was obtained using the LU factorization bench-
mark implementation presented in this thesis.

LU factorization implementations that exploit the memory hierarchy well should
be dominantly compute-bound and their performance should increase in proportion
to the core clock frequency. The presented LU factorization benchmark implemen-
tation is in line with this expectation. The performance does not fully scale in
proportion to the core clock frequency which indicates that the external memory
system with its own fixed clock frequency does impact performance. As shown
in Figure 2.1 and Table 2.1 the efficiency at the highest core clock frequency of
1.25 GHz is only about 6% lower than at 0.8 GHz.

Since the optimizations to exploit the memory hierarchy are more effective for
larger problems, it is expected that the performance for smaller problems is lower
than for large problems. For this implementation, the performance increased about
45 times from the smallest, 127 equations, to the largest, 8063 equations, problem

11
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Figure 2.1: Performance and efficiency of the LU factorization benchmark imple-
mentation at different core clock frequencies.

size. This is slightly less than the 64 times variation in the ratio of floating-point
operations to required memory capacity for these problem sizes. Therefore, the
benchmark as shown in this thesis does not use all the available memory bandwidth
at large problem sizes. This allows to further increase the core clock frequency or
reduce the memory clock frequency without significantly affecting efficiency.

To assess the energy efficiency of the DSP architecture, we measured instanta-
neous power used by a Revision 3.0 TMDXEVM6678L evaluation module [1] that
housed the TMS320C6678 DSP and the external DDR3 memory during benchmark
execution. The module was modified to allow measurements on four different power
supplies using an in-house developed instrumentation system described in [85]. The
overall measurement error of this system is less than 3.5%. The biggest single con-
tribution is the estimated 1% systematic error due the uninstrumented 1.8 V power
supplies. The average power values listed in Table 2.1 were derived from the energy-
to-solution value that was obtained by integrating the instantaneous power mea-
surements taken during the parts of the benchmark execution. that were relevant
for the performance assessment and hence timed.

As listed in Table 2.2, the variable, Pvar, and fixed, Pfix, components of the
overall power exclusively supply the DSP SoC. Pvar is used by all the core logic
transistors and Pfix is predominantly supplied to the on-chip memories. The ex-
ternal DDR3 memory system and related on-chip I/O of the DSP use Pmem. Poth
is used by the remaining components on the evaluation module and the slow 1.8 V

12



n Perf. Eff. Pvar Pfix Pmem Poth E Eff.
[GF/s] [W] [W] [W] [W] [GF/J]

800 MHz — 25.6 GF/s
127 0.68 0.03 3.17 0.46 0.49 7.50 0.17
255 2.48 0.10 3.33 0.46 1.06 7.64 0.51
511 5.04 0.20 4.23 0.46 1.16 7.97 0.86

1023 9.64 0.38 5.15 0.47 1.13 8.32 1.43
2047 13.82 0.54 5.94 0.48 1.02 8.61 1.86
4095 17.90 0.70 6.73 0.49 0.96 8.88 2.19
8063 20.73 0.81 7.31 0.50 0.92 9.08 2.37

1000 MHz — 32.0 GF/s
127 0.68 0.02 3.48 0.47 0.43 7.61 0.16
255 2.79 0.09 3.62 0.47 1.07 7.74 0.54
511 6.05 0.19 4.71 0.47 1.25 8.21 0.94

1023 11.28 0.35 5.81 0.48 1.23 8.68 1.50
2047 16.39 0.51 6.78 0.49 1.11 9.10 1.96
4095 21.59 0.67 7.79 0.50 1.03 9.52 2.32
8063 25.30 0.79 8.54 0.52 0.98 9.80 2.52

1250 MHz — 40.0 GF/s
127 0.68 0.02 3.87 0.48 0.42 7.66 0.14
255 3.03 0.08 4.02 0.48 1.10 7.80 0.54
511 6.77 0.17 5.23 0.48 1.33 8.35 0.96

1023 12.97 0.32 6.54 0.49 1.34 9.04 1.55
2047 19.24 0.48 7.74 0.50 1.21 9.64 2.03
4095 25.91 0.65 9.05 0.51 1.14 10.27 2.42
8063 30.87 0.77 10.05 0.53 1.09 10.74 2.64

Table 2.1: Performance and energy efficiency of the LU factorization benchmark
for different core clock frequencies and problem sizes, n equations, reported in [68].

I/O logic of the DSP.
To reduce the power consumption of the DSP, unneeded peripheral units were

turned off by disabling five of the 16 on-chip power domains [109, Tab. 7-6]. These
power domains controlled the embedded trace buffer, the packet co-processor, the
PCI-Express interface, the serial RapidIO interface and the HyperLink interface.
This permitted using the 1.25 GHz clock frequency that would otherwise overload
the power supplies of the evaluation module.

The break-down of the total average power consumption of the evaluation mod-
ule during the LU factorization is shown in Figure 2.2. As can be seen, a significant
part, between 7.5 W and 10.7 W, of the total power can be attributed to “other”
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Name U [V] Included Usage
CVDD 0.9-1.1 Pvar 6678 core logic
VCC1V0 1.0 Pfix 6678 on-chip memory
VCC1V5 1.5 Pmem 6678 DDR3 I/O, DDR3 memory
VCC0V75 0.75 Pmem 6678 DDR3 I/O, DDR3 memory
VCC1V8 1.8 Poth 6678 slow I/O, Flash
VCC1V8_AUX 1.8 Poth 6678 slow I/O, RS-232
VCC2V5 2.5 Poth Ethernet
VCC1V2 1.2 Poth Ethernet, FPGA
VCC3V3 3.3 Poth RS-232, FPGA, debug
VCC5 5.0 Poth debug

N/A N/A Poth DC-DC conversion losses

Table 2.2: Evaluation module power supply instrumentation [85] and [109, p. 120].

components of the EVM, Poth. These components, for instance Ethernet network
interfaces, the serial console port, Flash memories and hardware debugging sup-
port, would likely not be included in a HPC node design. Since the aim of the
PRACE prototype evaluation was to compare the energy efficiency in a HPC-like
deployment scenario, as far as possible compatible with the rules of the Green500
list [42], the Poth component was excluded from the node power estimations. This
also disregarded the losses in the necessary DC-DC converters, yet it is probable
that a different design would be used in an HPC node.

An important aspect, typical for many state-of-the-art computer architectures,
is the lack of power-proportionality [7]. For the DSP this can easily be seen by
comparing the variation in power consumption from Figure 2.2 to the benchmark
performance in Figure 2.1. For instance the variation of power consumption of the
DSP SoC, Pvar+Pfix, at 1.25 GHz was only about 2.4 times, from 4.35 W to 10.58 W,
compared to the 45 times variation in delivered performance. The situation with
regards to the external DDR3 memory is similar, with average power ranging from
0.42 W to 1.09 W at 1.25 GHz. But, unlike for the DSP SoC that reaches maximum
power consumption for the largest matrix sizes and highest clock frequencies, the
maximum DDR3 memory power consumption occurs for matrix sizes of 511× 511
elements at 1.25 GHz core clock frequency. Thus only well-optimized software, that
exhibits good performance, will also exhibit high energy efficiency. This also implies
that badly optimized and therefore under-performing benchmark programs cannot
be used to estimate the potential energy efficiency of the hardware platform when
running optimized workloads.

On the other hand, highest absolute performance does not always lead to best
energy efficiency. As demonstrated for the STREAM benchmark on this DSP,
energy efficiency could be improved by 16% while reducing performance by 13%
when only using two cores and turning off the remaining six [84]. The for this
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Figure 2.2: Power consumption of the evaluation module during the LU factoriza-
tion benchmark broken down for major consumers.

benchmark critical memory access was however highly optimized and the cores
were generally under-utilized.

Based on the best estimation of energy efficiency on the node level, Pvar +Pfix +
Pmem, Figure 2.3 shows the energy efficiency of the DSP for the LU factorization
benchmark. As expected, energy efficiency rapidly improves by about 19 times for
the higher-performing larger problem sizes compared to the smallest problems. This
variation is the ratio of performance increase and increase in power consumption
mentioned above and should ideally be one for perfectly power proportional devices.

More interesting in this regard is the fact that higher clock frequencies lead to
better energy efficiency for this DSP and benchmark. The TMS320C6678 does not
lower the supply voltage at lower clock frequencies. This prevents dynamic energy
reductions due to CMOS voltage scaling that are proportional to the square of
the supply voltage [8, p. 132]. The increase in total energy-to-solution is due the
effect of to the largely constant leakage power needed over the longer run-times.
This promotes “Race to Idle” strategies as described in [126] for a low-power Intel
Atom SoC. The finding is contrary to the results for AMD Athlon and Opteron
CPUs in which lowering the clock frequency improved energy efficiency [59]. For
the experimental Intel Polaris chip, optimal energy efficiency was obtained for an
intermediate clock frequency [120]. That such results may depend on both the CPU
and the workload was demonstrated in [14] for a few applications.

The DSPs SoCs power consumption is 10.6 W at the best energy efficiency,
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Figure 2.3: Energy efficiency of the DSP SoC and the DDR3 memory together
when running the LU factorization benchmark for different clock frequencies.

which is slightly above the 10 W TDP from Table 1.1. The corresponding the en-
ergy efficiency is 2.92 GF/J, which is about 73% of the theoretical value discussed in
Section 1.3. Estimating this value based on TDP and achieved benchmark perfor-
mance, 30.87 GF/s, gives 3.09 GF/J, which is only about 6% higher than the result
based on the power measurement. Using instead results for 2047 equations, where
only 48% of peak performance is delivered, the estimation shows an error of about
18%. Thus, since TDP is likely not to be exceeded, it should be possible to estimate
the energy efficiency of the HPL benchmark from the delivered performance related
to the TDP as long as the benchmarks computational efficiency is close to one.

Based on Top500 results from “Beskow”, the HPL benchmark on a single Xeon
CPU in Table 1.1 performs 416 GF/s [116]. Assuming that the CPUs also require
close to TDP, this translates to an energy efficiency of 3.1 GF/J for this two tech-
nology generations newer 22 nm processor. LU factorization on the Nvidia GK210
GPGPU performs 950 GF/s according to [61] and the energy efficiency can be es-
timated as 6.3 GF/J. Thus, in regards to the comparison of the three architectures
listed in Table 1.1, nominal energy efficiency values can be used with equal rele-
vance.

Including the 1.09 W consumed by the external memory results in an approx-
imation of 2.64 GF/J for an HPC node, which can with caveats be compared to
results on the Green500 list mentioned in Section 1.3. The “Beskow” system at
large reaches as mentioned 1.68 GF/J hinting at a much larger overhead of about
73% for memory, interconnect and power supply infrastructure than assumed for
the DSP-based node.
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Chapter 3

Solving Linear Equations

Linear equations are a staple of applied mathematics. As such, solving systems of
linear equations was among the first tasks for the pioneering PilotACE computer
in the 1950s [15]. The use of for the time large dense linear equation systems was
surveyed by Edelman in 1993 [38].

A system of equations consists in general of a number, m, equations that are all
required to be simultaneously fulfilled. If each equation is a linear combination of
a number of unknowns, n, the whole system is called a system of linear equations
and can be written as:

a11x1 + a12x2 + a13x3 + · · · + a1nxn = b1
a21x1 + a22x2 + a23x3 + · · · + a2nxn = b2
a31x1 + a32x2 + a33x3 + · · · + a3nxn = b3
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
am1x1 + am2x2 + am3x3 + · · · + amnxn = bm

(3.1)

A fundamental theorem concerning systems of linear equations is that every such
system, like (3.1), has either none, exactly one or infinitely many solutions. For the
existence of an unique solution, x1, x2, . . . , xn, to an equation system like (3.1) it
is necessary to have at least n equations [5, Theorem 4.8.6].

With a m × n matrix, A, holding the coefficients, aij , and a n × 1 matrix, x,
to represent the unknowns, xi, and a m× 1 matrix, b, to represent the right-hand
sides, bj , (3.1) can be expressed in terms of the matrix product

Ax = b. (3.2)

During the manipulation of equations it is often necessary to transform the
right-hand side, b, in the same way as the coefficient matrix, A. It is therefore
convenient to define the augmented coefficient matrix consisting of both matrices
joined together

S = [A | b] (3.3)
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where the | is just used to visually delimit the left- and right-hand sides of the
equations.

In some applications, multiple equation systems that share a common coefficient
matrix, A, need to be solved, where x:j and b:j denote column vectors:

Ax:1 = b:1
Ax:2 = b:2
. . . . . . . . . .

Ax:m = b:m

. (3.4)

Due to the properties of the matrix multiplication, all the variables and right-hand
side vectors can be joined to form two matrices:

X = [ x:1 x:2 · · · x:m ],
B = [ b:1 b:2 · · · b:m ]. (3.5)

And (3.4) can be compactly written as the matrix equation

AX = B. (3.6)

3.1 Triangular Systems

Systems of linear equations that have a special pattern of zero coefficients can be
easy to solve. For instance the following lower triangular system

l11x1 = b1
l21x1 + l22x2 = b2
l31x1 + l32x2 + l33x3 = b3
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
ln1x1 + ln2x2 + ln3x3 + · · · + lnnxn = bn

(3.7)

can be readily solved by starting at the first equation

x1 = b1

l11
(3.8)

and substituting x1 into the second equation to give

x2 = b2 − l21x1

l22
. (3.9)

The procedure can then be repeated for the next equation so that [122, p. 24]:

xi = bi − li1x1 − li2x2 − · · · − li,i−1xi−1

lii
= 1

lii

bi −
i−1∑
j=1

lijxj

 . (3.10)
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This procedure is called forward substitution. The same approach can be applied
in case that the system is upper triangular, with the index ranges adjusted for the
fact that substitution has to start at the lower right end of the system and work
upwards leading to backward substitution:

xi = bi − ui,i+1xi+1 − · · · − ui,nxn

uii
= 1

uii

bi −
n∑

j=i+1
uijxj

 . (3.11)

3.2 LU Factorization

A fundamental theorem from linear algebra is the existence of a permutation matrix
P so that for a non-singular n×n matrix A a lower triangular matrix L and a upper
triangular matrix U can be found so that [98]:

PA = LU. (3.12)

Then, by solving a lower triangular system, the vector y can be found so that

Ly = Pb (3.13)

and by solving a upper triangular system, the solution vector x that satisfies Ax = b
can be obtained from

Ux = y (3.14)

since, with P −1 = P T [5, p. 389],

Ax = P T LUx = P T Ly = P T Pb = b. (3.15)

A Matrix Description of Gaussian Elimination
The LU factorization of A can be obtained by using Gaussian elimination [123, p.
117]. Thus, developing a description of the elimination procedure shows how to
compute the LU factorization. This provides the background for the algorithms
described in Chapter 4. Golub and Van Loan provide a useful description of the
process [46, Chapter 3.2].

Gaussian elimination for a n × n matrix A consists of a sequence of n − 1 row
manipulations steps that transform A into a upper triangular matrix U :

A = A(1) → A(2) → · · ·A(n) = U. (3.16)

Each of the row manipulations can be described by a pre-multiplication with a n×n
matrix Mk so that

Mn−1Mn−2 · · ·M2M1A = U. (3.17)
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Thus Mk is the matrix description of subtracting suitably scaled copies of row k to
the rows k+1,. . . ,n to introduce 0-elements below row k in column k. To accomplish
this Mk has the structure of a Gauss transformation

Mk = In − τ (k)eT
k (3.18)

where the vector τ (k) ∈ Rn×1 is a Gauss vector and has therefore 0 in the first k
elements: i ≤ k ⇒ τ

(k)
i = 0. The description of Mk also shows that this matrix has

a particular simple inverse. By adding the scaled copies of row k, the transformation
can be reversed and therefore

M−1
k = In + τ (k)eT

k . (3.19)

The matrix L can then be defined as

L = M−1
1 M−1

2 · · ·M−1
n−2M−1

n−1 (3.20)

and pre-multiplication of L to (3.17) gives

LMn−1Mn−2 · · ·M2M1A = A = LU. (3.21)

This shows that L is the wanted matrix. Furthermore, the product (3.20) is very
simple to compute since

(In + τ (k)eT
k )(In + τ (i)eT

i ) = In + τ (i)eT
k + τ (i)eT

i (3.22)

when i > k because τ (k)eT
k τ (i)eT

i = 0. Thus the computation of L simplifies to the
rather simple sum

L = (In + τn−1eT
n−1)(In + τ2eT

2 )(In + τ1eT
1 ) = In +

n−1∑
k=1

τkeT
k . (3.23)

Therefore the matrix L is the matrix of multipliers

τ
(k)
i =

a
(k)
ik

a
(k)
kk

(3.24)

and has the form

L =


1

τ
(1)
2 1

τ
(1)
3 τ

(2)
3 1

...
...

. . .
τ

(1)
n . . . τ

(n−2)
n τ

(n−1)
n 1

 . (3.25)
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LU Factorization of Rectangular Matrices
The Gauss transformations Mk can also be applied to rectangular matrices. For
instance applying the transformations to a m×n matrix A with n−m extra columns
B gives

L−1 [
A B

]
=

[
U1 U2

]
. (3.26)

Thus the different blocks of the partition are given by

L−1A = U1 (3.27)
L−1B = U2. (3.28)

Here (3.25) shows that the matrix L is only dependent on the first m columns of[
A B

]
which is only A. More interestingly, U2 is the result of solving the forward

substitution phase, see (3.13), needed to transform the right hand side b.
Therefore, computing the rectangular LU factorization of the augmented coef-

ficient matrix eliminates the need for a special forward substitution phase. This
approach is also used in the HPL benchmark [33].

As shown in [46, Sec. 3.2.10] and [54, p. 162], handling more rows is also
straightforward.

Partial Pivoting

The multipliers of τ (k), (3.24), are undefined if a zero pivot, a
(k)
kk is encountered.

By suitably permuting the rows of A, as stated in the beginning of Section 3.2, this
can be avoided as long as A is non-singular.

As shown in [46, Sec 3.4.2] it is possible to apply the necessary row exchanges
just before the factorization step so that:

Mn−1Πn−1 · · ·M2Π2M1Π1A = U. (3.29)

Where Πk are interchange permutations that exchange row k with row j ≥ k. Since
these permutations are symmetric the Gauss transformations can be replaced by

M̃k = (Πn−1 · · ·Πk+1)Mk(Πk+1 · · ·Πn−1). (3.30)

Then M̃k is again a Gauss transformation since all the exchanges only affect rows
below k and thus the k zero element of τ (k) are kept in place in the permuted τ̃ (k).
The total effect of the transformation (3.30) is to push all interchange permutations
towards A so that

M̃n−1 · · · M̃2M̃1PA = U (3.31)

where
Πn−1 · · ·Π2Π1 = P. (3.32)

As shown in [46, Algorithm 3.4.1], the modified Gauss transformations M̃k are easy
to apply.
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To guarantee not only that the pivots, a
(k)
kk , are non-zero for non-singular ma-

trices A but to also ensure small multipliers

|τ (k)
i | ≤ 1 (3.33)

the the interchange permutation Πk should bring the absolute largest element a
(k)
jk

from the rows j ≥ k into the pivot position. This strategy is also called partial
pivoting.

It is worth noting that partial pivoting is not optimal from a communications
perspective. For instance tournament pivoting, described in [49], can reduce the
communication cost at a modest expense of numerical stability. However, the
Top500 rules mandate that partial pivoting has to be used.

Crout’s Variant
The LU factorization is not unique. With a non-singular n × n matrix, D, the
product LU can be written as:

LU = L
(
DD−1)

U = (LD)
(
D−1U

)
. (3.34)

If D is a diagonal matrix, D−1 is also a diagonal matrix. Since pre-multiplication of
a matrix, A, by a diagonal matrix, D, scales the rows of A and post-multiplication
scales the columns of A [46, Sec. 1.2.6] the product LD simply consists of the
columns of L scaled by the diagonal elements di and on the other side the product
D−1U consists of the rows of U scaled by 1/di.

The so far presented approach (3.25) arbitrarily sets L to have a unit diagonal.
A different approach of setting the diagonal elements uii = 1 was suggested by
Crout [23]. It entails scaling the rows of U by 1/a

(k)
kk and hence scaling the columns

of L by a
(k)
kk . Since the multipliers τ (k) contain a

(k)
kk in the denominator the scaled

lower triangular matrix becomes

LD =


a

(1)
11

a
(1)
21 a

(2)
22

...
...

. . .
a

(1)
n1 a

(2)
n2 · · · a

(n)
nn

 . (3.35)

And the scaled upper triangular matrix with unit diagonal becomes

D−1U =


1 a

(2)
12 /a

(2)
22 · · · a

(2)
1n /a

(2)
22

1 · · · a
(3)
2n /a

(3)
33

. . .
...
1

 . (3.36)
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3.3 Generating the Test Matrices

For the HPL benchmark, the elements of the matrix A and the vector b are uni-
formly distributed random numbers between -0.5 and 0.5 [32].

True random matrices are expected to be well-conditioned [37] with 2-norm
conditions, κ2, for uniform random matrices only growing slowly [24] as

E [log κ2(A)] ≤ 4 log n + 1. (3.37)

True random numbers are not commonly available on many computer systems,
or at least not readily accessible in a fast and portable manner. Thus the HPL
benchmark uses pseudo-random numbers based on the well known linear congru-
ential algortithm [71, p. 10]:

xn+1 = (axn + c) mod m (3.38)

with the resulting numbers scaled to the range [−0.5; 0.5] using

un = xn

m
− 0.5. (3.39)

While the method has the advantage of producing the exact same test matrices for a
given problem size, n, on any system, it is possible and has indeed happened several
times that the matrix generator produced singular or nearly singular matrices [32].
The problems have led to several revisions of the employed constants a, c and m
with the latest revision of the generator having a period of 264 which should avoid
most singular matrices.

3.4 Verification of the Computed Solution

To verify if a given vector, x̂, is a correct solution for the equation system Ax = b,
the residual vector, r, can simply be calculated:

r = b−Ax̂. (3.40)

The solution x̂ is exact if and only if r = 0. Due to the necessary rounding caused
by the finite precision of the floating point arithmetic, zero residuals cannot be
expected in practice. Instead the HPL benchmark uses the norm of relative residuals
[54, p. 12] to judge the accuracy of the solution relative to the unit round-off u.

For the HPL benchmark [91], IEEE double precision arithmetic is required for
which [54, Table 2.1]

u = 2−53 ≈ 1.11× 10−16. (3.41)
Over the life-time of the LINPACK and HPL benchmarks, four different ways to

scale the residual r were used [32]. In the latest version 2.0 of the HPL benchmark
only the norm-wise backwards error [54, Theorem 7.1] is checked using

r4 = ∥Ax̂− b∥∞

nu (∥A∥∞∥x̂∥∞ + ∥b∥∞)
. (3.42)
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For the earlier versions, three different residual were calculated:

r∞ = ∥Ax̂− b∥∞

nu∥A∥∞∥x̂∥∞
, (3.43)

r1 = ∥Ax̂− b∥∞

u∥A∥1∥x̂∥1
, (3.44)

rn = ∥Ax̂− b∥∞

nu∥A∥1
. (3.45)

All of these residuals should stay below the threshold of 16 to accept the solution
to the benchmark problem.

The boundaries for these residuals are based on the ground-breaking backwards
error analysis results from Wilkinson [125]. Rigal and Garches [97] extended Wilkin-
sons model to allow perturbations to b, which provides the background for r4.
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Chapter 4

Algorithms

Several basic operations from linear algebra needed to be implemented for the pre-
sented LU factorization benchmark: The matrix-matrix multiplication, the solution
of a triangular system and the LU factorization. Both scalar and partitioned ver-
sions of all three operations were used, and the specific variants are presented here.
Overall the implementation follows established algorithms used in standard libraries
like BLAS [9], LINPACK [30] or LAPACK [4]. For general reference, Golub and
Van Loan [46] and Higham [54] were indispensable.

Ways to multiply matrices with asymptotically fewer operations than the O(n3)
operations for the presented algorithms exist, notably due to Strassen [105] and
Coppersmith and Winograd [22]. The numerical stability of these approaches can
sometimes be inferior to the conventional algorithm [54, Ch. 23]. More decisively,
the rules for the Top500 list prevent using those faster approaches [117].

4.1 Working Storage and In-Place Algorithms

Separation of concerns [74, p. 85] is a generally accepted practice of good software
engineering. In the context of linear algebra, managing the potential large storage
required for results or intermediate data should not be done by the library. This
allows the user of the functions to choose for the application suitable methods.
Two principal approaches for this are possible: Let the caller supply the necessary
storage or formulate the algorithm so that it transforms one or more of the argu-
ments. While the first method is appropriate for the result of the matrix-matrix
multiplication, in-place variants are commonly used for the triangular solution and
LU factorization algorithms.

4.2 Advantages of Partitioned Algorithms

The simple partitioned algorithms used in this implementation use the same number
and type of floating-point operations as the corresponding scalar versions [34, p.
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158]. This can also be laboriously verified using the operation counts in Section 4.6.
The key benefit of these algorithms is that they rearrange the order of memory

accesses. This can be used to exploit the memory hierarchy of modern computer
systems by redirecting the majority of accesses to smaller yet faster memories closer
to the processor. This is utilized by many high-performance algorithms and imple-
mentations [79, 45, 73, 115, 9, 47].

Another characteristic of the partitioned algorithms is that they can shift a large
part of the total floating-point operations to basic matrix-matrix operations like
the matrix-matrix product. Thus, providing high-performance implementations of
these simpler building blocks is sufficient to obtain overall good performance. This
is the rationale behind the definition of the Level 3 BLAS subroutines [9] and the
design of the LAPACK library [4].

For instance the partitioned LU factorization can, by splitting the overall prob-
lem into N ×N blocks, shift a large fraction, ηL,M (N), of operations to the matrix
multiplication operation [46, p. 120]:

ηL,M (N) ≈ 1− 3
2N

. (4.1)

4.3 Generalized Matrix-Matrix Multiplication

The product of two matrices, C = AB, is one of the basic operations used in linear
algebra. It is defined in terms of the inner product of row and column vectors [5,
p. 27f]:

cij = [AB]ij = ai:b:j =
q∑

k=1

aikbkj (4.2)

with the matrix sizes restricted so that A ∈ Rm×q, B ∈ Rq×n and C ∈ Rm×n.
Extending the basic product to the general matrix-matrix multiplication (GEMM)
as defined by the BLAS library [9] as the update

C ← αAB + βC (4.3)

provides two benefits: The multiplication algorithm does not have to supply the
storage for C and it is possible to use the update to accumulate several partial
products into one matrix, C.

The choice of α = −1 and β = 1, which leads to

S ← S − LU (4.4)

is the only combination used for the LU factorization implementation and thus only
this special case is implemented. In this case the result can simply be accumulated
in the elements of S which directly leads to the classic scalar Algorithm 1.
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Algorithm 1 Naïve matrix-matrix multiplication S ← S − LU .
Require: L ∈ Rm×q, U ∈ Rq×n, S ∈ Rm×n

1: for i = 1, . . . , m do
2: for j = 1, . . . , n do
3: for k = 1, . . . , q do
4: sij ← sij − likukj

5: end for
6: end for
7: end for

Partitioned Matrix-Matrix Multiplication
For conformingly partitioned matricesC11

...
Cr1

· · ·

· · ·

C1s

...
Crs

m1

mr

=

A11
...

Ar1

· · ·

· · ·

A1t

...
Art

m1

mr

B11
...

Bt1

· · ·

· · ·

B1s

...
Bts

q1

qt

n1 ns q1 qt n1 ns

(4.5)

the matrix product C = AB can be calculated as [46, Theorem 1.3.1]:

Cαβ =
t∑

γ=1
AαγBγβ . (4.6)

The partitioned generalized matrix-matrix multiplication of (4.4) can be formulated
in terms of block matrix operations as

Sαβ ← Sαβ −
t∑

γ=1
LαγUγβ = Sαβ − Lα1U1β − Lα2U2β − · · · − LαtUβj (4.7)

where again LαtUtβ can be accumulated in Sαβ leading directly to Algorithm 2.
It is possible to recursively partition the blocks used in the partitioned matrix

product and apply Algorithm 2 recursively to the parts. This is a key technique
used for the high-performance matrix-matrix multiplication presented in Chapter 7.

4.4 Triangular Systems of Linear Equations

To compute the solution to a triangular system of linear equations the unknowns,
xi, can be calculated in either ascending or descending order using (3.10) or (3.11)
depending on whether the coefficient matrix is lower or upper triangular. Since in
both cases the right hand side bi, is only needed to compute the unknown xi, it
is possible to store the right hand side, b, and the solution, x, in the same vector.
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Algorithm 2 Partitioned matrix-matrix multiplication S ← S − LU .
Require: L, U and S partitioned according to (4.5).

1: for α = 1, . . . , r do
2: for β = 1, . . . , s do
3: for γ = 1, . . . , t do
4: Sαβ ← Sαβ − LαγUγβ ▷ use Algorithms 1 or 2
5: end for
6: end for
7: end for

Therefore, for instance for an upper triangular system, U ∈ R(n×n), the right hand
side can be transformed into the solution vector using the update

xi ←
1

uii

xi −
n∑

j=i+1
uijxj

 (4.8)

which again avoids to manage the storage needed for the vector x by the algorithm.
The sum in 4.8 can be accumulated in xi which leads to the naïve implementation
shown in Algorithm 3 taken from [46, Algorithm 3.1.2].

Algorithm 3 Naïve solver for an upper triangular system x← U−1x.
Require: U ∈ Rn×n, x ∈ Rn

1: for i = n, . . . , 1 do
2: for j = (i + 1), . . . , n do
3: xi ← xi − xjuij

4: end for
5: xi ← xi/uii

6: end for

For lower triangular systems, Algorithm 3 can be adopted to start at the first
row instead and work downwards [46, Algorithm 3.1.1].

Partitioned Algorithm
Block matrix operations can be used to describe the solution of triangular sys-
tems [46, Sec. 3.1.2]. The coefficient matrix of a triangular system of equations can
be partitioned into a leading r × r block, L11 and the trailing parts as following:

LX =
[

L11 0
L21 L22

] [
X1
X2

]
=

[
B1
B2

]
= B. (4.9)
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Which can using (4.6) be written as the following two equation systems for blocks:

L11X1 = B1, (4.10)
L21X1 + L22X2 = B2. (4.11)

Where (4.10) is a triangular system that can be solved to obtain the first r un-
knowns, X1, and (4.11) can be rewritten as

L22X2 = B2 − L21X1 (4.12)

which again is a triangular system that can be solved for the remaining n − r
unknowns, X2. The parts can be recursively subdivided to obtain smaller blocks.
For multiple right-hand sides, blocking can also be used as long as the column
partitions for X and B are identical.

From this, the partitioned Algorithm 4 for solving lower triangular systems with
multiple right hand sides can be derived by transforming the tail recursion to solve
for X2 into an iterative procedure.

Algorithm 4 Solver for a partitioned lower triangular system X ← L−1X.
Require: L partitioned in s× s square blocks, X in s row-blocks.

1: for α = 1, . . . , s do
2: for β = 1, . . . , α− 1 do
3: Xα ← Xα − LαβXβ ▷ Algorithm 1 or 2
4: end for
5: Xα ← L−1

ααXα ▷ Algorithm 3 (adopted) or 4
6: end for

4.5 LU Factorization

For the LU factorization it is possible and from a storage utilization point efficient
to have L, U and S share the same storage. As shown by Knuth, two triangular
matrices of similar shape, like L and U , can be compactly stored in a single rect-
angular matrix [70, p. 301]. By normalizing either L or U to a unit diagonal, these
constant elements can be omitted from the array, saving an additional column. This
allows to compactly store all non-constant elements of both L and U in a single
rectangular matrix of the shape of A so that

A(n) =


l11 u12 · · · u1n

l21 l22 · · · u2n

...
...

. . .
...

ln1 ln2 · · · lnn

 . (4.13)
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The same arrangement can be used for rectangular S. The storage layout can also
be utilized during the factorization since the columns needed to hold the elements
of L are successively filled with zeros due to the elimination procedure [123, p. 115]:

S(k) =



1 u12 · · · u1,k−1 u1k · · · u1n

0 1 · · · u2,k−1 u2k · · · u2n

...
...

. . .
...

...
...

0 0 · · · 1 uk−1,k · · · uk−1,n

0 0 · · · 0 s
(k)
kk · · · s

(k)
kn

...
...

...
...

...
0 0 · · · 0 s

(k)
mk · · · s

(k)
mn


. (4.14)

Applying the storage layout (4.13) to the right-looking column variant, kji in
[89], leads to the Algorithm 5 according to [46, Sec. 3.2.9]. The presented variation
also works for rectangular matrices as shown in [46, Sec. 3.2.10].

Algorithm 5 Naïve right-looking LU factorization.
Require: S ∈ Rm×n.
Ensure: LU = S, stored in S according to (4.13) and with lkk = 1.

1: for k = 1, . . . , min(m, n) do
2: for i = k + 1, . . . , m do
3: sik ← sik/skk ▷ Compute multipliers mik.
4: end for
5: for i = k + 1, . . . , m do
6: for j = k + 1, . . . , n do
7: sij ← sij − sikskj ▷ Eliminate row i
8: end for
9: end for

10: end for

To apply Crout’s normalization of ukk = 1, the rows of U have to be scaled by
1/ukk and the columns of L by ukk as outlined in 3.2. As a result, in Algorithm 6
the scaling is instead applied row-wise in line 3.

The order of the three loops, i, j, and k, of the LU factorization Algorithm 6
can be chosen in any combination. This changes the order in which the elements
of S are accessed as extensively surveyed in [89, 90]. The six possible combinations
can be classed into two distinct approaches: Eager or right-looking algorithms, as
Algorithm 6, immediately apply the product likukj to all possible elements. Lazy
or left-looking algorithms delay this update until the last possible moment. The
right-looking partitioned algorithm can be seen at the middle of this scale since it
delays the updates until it is possible to apply a block of them at once.
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Algorithm 6 Naïve LU factorization according to Crout’s variant.
Require: S ∈ Rm×n.
Ensure: LU = S, stored in S according to (4.13) and with ukk = 1.

1: for k = 1, . . . , min(m, n) do
2: for j = k + 1, . . . , n do
3: skj ← skj/skk ▷ Scale row of U .
4: end for
5: for i = k + 1, . . . , m do
6: for j = k + 1, . . . , n do
7: sij ← sij − sikskj ▷ Row k was scaled by 1/skk.
8: end for
9: end for

10: end for

Partial Pivoting
As shown in Section 3.2, pivoting is necessary to compute a LU factorization in
the general case, and further partial pivoting is sufficient and also for most cases
numerically stable.

To implement the partial pivoting strategy, during step k, the remainder of col-
umn k needs to be scanned for the largest absolute element and the row containing
this element needs to be swapped with the current top row. This leads to the naïve
Algorithm 7, see also [46, Algorithm 3.4.1]. As common, the permutations are not
stored in a large matrix P , but instead the row indices of the exchanged rows are
recorded in a much smaller vector p. This also provides a fast way of reapplying
the permutation by row exchanges instead of matrix multiplication.

The extra statements to implement the partial pivoting are between line 2 and
12, the rest of Algorithm 7 is the same as Algorithm 6.

Delayed Update LU Factorization
Calculating the LU factorization column-by-column allows to access the same ele-
ments of S during the update phase of the LU factorization and during the search
for the pivot. Accumulating the dot-product, sij ← sij − likukj , in the inner loop
provides the advantage of being able to hold sij in a register and thereby eliminating
half of the memory accesses needed for this update. This puts the jik loop order at
an advantage for a scalar implementation. In this benchmark, a variant of [46, Al-
gorithm 3.4.2] shown in Algorithm 8 was implemented. Three small modifications
were made, that further provide opportunities for using processor registers:

Since the unit upper diagonal variant scales rows of U , line 11 applies this after
the updates to the rows of U and before computing the rows of L.

The row exchange due to the first i < j pivots can be applied immediately
before computing the updates for sij and be integrated into the i loop in line 5.
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Algorithm 7 Naïve LU factorization (Crout’s variant) with partial pivoting.

Require: S ∈ Rm×n, p ∈ Rmin(m,n)

Ensure: LU = S, stored in S see (4.13), ukk = 1, p contains pivot rows.
1: for k = 1, . . . , min(m, n) do
2: smax ← |skk|, pcur ← k
3: for i = k + 1, . . . , m do
4: scur ← |sik|
5: if scur > smax then
6: smax ← scur, pcur ← i
7: end if
8: end for
9: pk ← pcur

10: if k ̸= pcur then
11: Swap rows k and pcur of S.
12: end if
13: for j = k + 1, . . . , n do
14: skj ← skj/skk

15: end for
16: for i = k + 1, . . . , m do
17: for j = k + 1, . . . , n do
18: sij ← sij − sikskj

19: end for
20: end for
21: end for

Similarly, the search for the absolute largest element of lij can be done imme-
diately after computing the updated values in line 15, and also integrated into the
i loop.

Since the pivots of the current row j also have to be applied to left, line 23 is
necessary.

Partitioned LU Factorization
The right-looking partitioned LU factorization algorithm is for instance used in
the LAPACK [4] and ScaLAPACK libraries [34] and also for the HPL benchmark
implementation [91]. It is based on partitioning S into a leading square block
S11 ∈ R(r×r) and the remaining three blocks so that

S =
[
S11 S12
S21 S22

]
. (4.15)
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Algorithm 8 Delayed update LU factorization with partial pivoting.

Require: S ∈ Rm×n, p ∈ Rmin(m,n)

Ensure: LU = S, stored in S see (4.13), ukk = 1, p contains pivot rows.
1: for j = 1, . . . , n do
2: smax ← −1, pcur = j ▷ Sentinel value.
3: for i = 1, . . . , m do
4: if i < j then
5: Swap elements sij and sipi . ▷ Apply first i pivots.
6: end if
7: for k = 1, . . . , min(j, i)− 1 do
8: sij ← sij − sikskj ▷ Apply pending updates.
9: end for

10: if i < j then
11: sij ← sij/sii ▷ Scale row of U .
12: else
13: scur ← |sij |
14: if scur > smax then
15: scur ← smax, pcur ← i
16: end if
17: end if
18: end for
19: if smax ≥ 0 then
20: pj ← pcur
21: if pcur ̸= j then
22: for k = 1, . . . , j do
23: Swap elements skj and skpcur . ▷ Apply pivot to the left.
24: end for
25: end if
26: end if
27: end for

Then the product S = LU can be written in terms of blocks:

S =
[
S11 S12
S21 S22

]
=

[
L11
L21 L22

] [
U11 U12

U22

]
= LU. (4.16)

This leads to the following four matrix equations:

S11 = L11U11, (4.17)
S21 = L21U11, (4.18)
S12 = L11U12, (4.19)
S22 = L21U12 + L22U22. (4.20)
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Where the blocks L11, L21 and U11 can be computed as a single rectangular LU
factorization, which is necessary for partial pivoting:[

S11
S21

]
=

[
L11
L21

]
U11 =

[
L11U11
L21U11

]
. (4.21)

With L11 determined, (4.19), a triangular system, can be solved to obtain U12.
Then according to (4.20), L22 and U22 can be obtained by LU factorization of S̃22
since

S̃22 = S22 − L21U12 = L22U22. (4.22)

This factorization can then be computed by applying (4.16) recursively, which can
be easily transformed into a single loop.

As described in [46, Sec. 3.2.11], partial pivoting can be implemented by first
using partial pivoting to factorize the leading panel (4.21), then applying the neces-
sary pivot exchanges to the trailing panel, consisting of S12 and S22, and completing
the triangular solution step (4.19) and the matrix update step (4.22). This leads
to Algorithm 9 used in this implementation.

It is worth noting that the partitioned LU factorization can also be applied to
the factorization of the leading panel, which is exploited here and also in the HPL
benchmark. Furthermore, clever application of this recursive partitioning can be
used to further reduce the number of accesses to slow memory when compared to
the standard right-looking algorithm [115].

4.6 Nominal Operation Counts

For the nominal number of operations listed in Table 4.1, various sources were
used. In particular for the BLAS and LAPACK routines, [31] lists nominal counts.
Slightly different simplified counts are used for the LINPACK and HPL benchmark,
see [33]. The operations count for the triangular solution following the LU factor-
ization takes the redundant n divisions not needed due to the unit diagonal of L or
U into account.
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Algorithm 9 Block LU factorization (Crout’s variant) with partial pivoting.
Require: S partitioned according to (4.16), p row-partitioned along S.
Ensure: LU = S, stored in S see (4.13).

Let SP denote

Sαα

...
Srα

, LP denote

Lαα

...
Lrα

.

Let LL denote

Lα+1,α

...
Lrα

.

Let SU denote
[
Sα,α+1 · · · Sαr

]
and UU denote

[
Uα,α+1 · · · Uαr

]
.

Let SLL denote

Sα+1,α+1 · · · Sα+1,r

...
...

Sr,α+1 · · · Sr,r

.

1: for α = 1, . . . , r do
2: Calculate LLUα,α = Pα,:SP . ▷ Algorithm 7 or 9, rows are swapped.
3: for β = 1, . . . , r do
4: if β ̸= α then

5: Swap rows in

Sαβ

...
Srβ

 according to Pα,:. ▷ Both left & right panels.

6: end if
7: end for
8: if α < r then
9: Solve triangular system UU = L−1

ααSU ▷ Algorithm 3 (adapted) or 4
10: Update SLL ← SLL − LLUU ▷ Algorithm 1 or 2
11: end if
12: end for

Operation Number of Floating-Point Operations
Matrix-matrix product 2mnq
Solution of triangular equations nm2

LU factorization mn2 − 1/3n3 − 1/2n2 + 5/6n
Solving n r.h.s. using computed LU (m2 −m)n
LINPACK or HPL benchmark 2/3n3 + 2n2

Top500 benchmark 2/3n2 + O(n2)

Table 4.1: Nominal floating-point operation counts for dense linear algebra opera-
tions from [31, 33].
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Chapter 5

The TMS320C6678 DSP

Virtually all modern computer systems rely on the capability to concurrently exe-
cute several operations to increase their performance. As a member of the C6000
family of high-performance digital signal processors manufactured by Texas Instru-
ments, the TMS320C6678 floating-point DSP is no exception. As a typical example
of the System-on-Chip (SoC) design approach, the TMS320C6678 integrates a large
number of components on a single chip [109]. Since most of the on-chip compo-
nents are related to peripheral devices and interfaces, Figure 5.1 shows a simplified
overview over the for this thesis relevant on- and off-chip components. All the eight
DSP cores operate from a common clock of between 0.8 GHz and 1.25 GHz. The
peripheral devices and the interconnection network run mostly at one half or one
third of the core clock frequency.

The eight C66x DSP cores arguably form the heart of the TMS320C6678 and
provide the computational capabilities. The DSP cores are via the extended mem-
ory controller (XMC) connected to the central multi-core shared memory controller
(MSMC) that arbitrates access to the shared parts of the memory subsystem, and
via the external memory controller (EMC) to the high-performance on-chip inter-
connect, the TeraNet, that connects all integrated peripheral devices. Of these
devices only the enhanced direct memory access (EDMA3) controller subsystem
is of special interest for the LU factorization. The high-speed communications
interfaces, that are some of the many peripherals not shown in Figure 5.1, are of
particular interest in HPC applications. The proprietary HyperLink interface offers
point-to-point connectivity to a second Texas Instruments C6000, Keystone or Key-
stone II device at a maximum bandwidth of 50 Gbit/s, while the standardized serial
RapidIO interface provides multi-point connectivity, possibly via a switch-fabric,
not only to other Texas Instruments DSP chips but also to high-speed peripherals
of other manufacturers at a maximum bandwidth of 25 Gbit/s. Both interfaces
allow to directly access the memory of the connected devices.

While the TMS320C6678 contains virtually all necessary components of a com-
puter system, it requires several supplemental components, for instance to supply
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Figure 5.1: Simplified block diagram of the eight core Texas Instruments
TMS320C6678 digital signal processor.

the required electrical power, to function. The TMDXEVM6678L evaluation mod-
ule (EVM) manufactured by Advantech [1] was used for this thesis. Besides the
TMS320C6678 chip, the module contains 512 MiB external DDR3 memory that is
used to hold the large coefficient matrix, and the JTAG hardware debugger (emu-
lator) that is used to load the program and control execution. Furthermore, several
different Flash memories, a Gigabit Ethernet interface, a serial RS232 console in-
terface and a CPLD-based system controller are also included on the module. The
module is built in the physical format of an Advanced Mezzanine Card (AMC)
allowing it to be integrated into larger installations. The EVM requires a single
12 V DC power supply and contains all the necessary DC-DC voltage conversion
components and clock oscillators needed for stand-alone operation.

5.1 The C66x DSP Core

Each of the eight DSP cores of the TMS320C6678 consists itself of several modules
serving distinct purposes. The execution unit (EXU) is responsible for handling
all the operations necessary to execute the instructions of the currently running
program. This is handled by a data-path consisting of eight independent functional
units that each are fully pipelined and can start a new operation on each clock
cycle given that no resource conflicts would result. As shown in Figure 5.2 there
are actually two identical sets of four types of functional units and two general
purpose register files that form the A and B data path. Each register file has 32
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Figure 5.2: The data-path between the register files and the functional units of the
EXU of the C66x DSP Core.

registers that are 32-bit wide. While each functional unit has unconstrained access
to the register file of its data path, only a single source operand can be read from
the register file of the other data path via the two data cross paths X1 and X2.
This allows to reduce the number of read ports of the register files by almost a
factor two, but the resulting restrictions limit the freedom of the programmer or
compiler on how to allocate registers and schedule operations. A separate address
cross path allows to send the memory address computed by the functional unit of
one data path to be used to load or store data from the register file of the other
data path.

The four different types of functional units can each execute a different, but
partly overlapping set of operations. The multiplication units (M) handle integer
and floating-point multiplications and can also execute bit shifts. Each unit can
multiply one double-precision or up to four single-precision floating point numbers.
In the latter case SIMD type instructions with two or four element vectors are used.
The logical units (L) allow to add integer and floating-point numbers as well as
make comparisons and compute bit-wise logical operations. Each unit can process
a single double-precision number or a vector of one or two single-precision floating-
point numbers. The shift units (S) have besides the capabilities of the logical units
(L) the ability to execute branches and bit shift operations. Finally the data units
(D) can compute memory addresses and can handle one 64-bit memory load or
store per unit. They can also execute simple integer arithmetic and bit-wise logical
operations.
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Floating-Point Performance
Since two identical sets of the mentioned four different types of functional units
exist in each core, each core can start two double-precision floating-point multipli-
cations and four double-precision floating-point additions or subtractions at each
clock cycle as well as initiate two 64-bit loads or stores. Thus the theoretical peak
performance of the whole chip is 48 floating-point computations per cycle or be-
tween 38.4 GF/s and 60 GF/s depending on the core clock frequency. However, this
performance can only be attained by algorithms that use twice as many additions
than multiplications, while the used LU factorization algorithm and many other
dense linear algebra problems only require one addition for each multiplications.
From this it follows that the rate of multiplications becomes the limiting factor.
Thus the attainable peak performance for the LU factorization is limited to only
four operations per cycle and core so that the whole chip can be expected to perform
between 25.6 GF/s and 40 GF/s when computing LU factorizations.

5.2 Instruction Set Architecture

The C66x core uses a very long instruction word (VLIW) [43] approach to pack up
to eight operations, one for each of the functional units, into a single execute packet
that is submitted as a unit to the core pipeline and executed in parallel. It is the
responsibility of the programmer or compiler to statically arrange the instructions
into execute packets. This allows to implement the relatively wide instruction
issue capability without the complex scheduling logic needed to determine which
instructions should execute in parallel.

The instruction set itself is based on a relatively standard load-store architec-
ture which uses two source and one destination operand in the form of register
references or one short intermediate constant. A typical feature inherited from pre-
vious generations of digital signal processors is the ability to write the output of
the address computations back to the register file which allows to implement pre-
and post-increment or decrement addressing modes. Additionally, each instruction
can be conditionally executed using predication based on the contents of a selected
register begin zero.

Perhaps the most striking feature of the instruction set architecture is that
the latencies of the execution pipeline are exposed to the programmer in the form
of delay slots. The DSP ISA requires that any instruction that needs to use the
updated value of the destination register is not issued during the delay slots. On
the other hand, the ISA guarantees that any instructions reading the destination
register during the delay slots see the old value. This effectively allows to extend the
number of available registers by the number of registers present in the pipeline to
temporarily hold the operands of the instructions within the pipeline. The number
of delay slots needed for some instructions that are used for the LU factorization
are listed in Table 5.1. The vast majority of simple integer instructions require no
delay slots.
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Instruction Type Delay Slots
Simple instructions (i.e. integer add) 0
Double precision addition or subtraction 2
Double precision multiplication 3
64-bit memory load 4
64-bit memory store 0
Branches, any type 5

Table 5.1: Delay slot count for instructions needed for the LU factorization.

An important consequence of the use of delay slots in the DSP core is that
the pipeline executes instructions strictly in program order. Therefore any added
latency, for instance due to a slow memory access, requires to freeze the status
of execution by stalling the whole pipeline. Since up to eight operations can be
started at each clock cycle, pipeline stall cycles are particularly expensive on this
architecture.

The C66x ISA has support for IEEE 754 single and double precision floating-
point operations. The ISA supports additions, subtractions and multiplications, all
other operations, including division are handled by library functions. The hardware
can provide 8-bit exact approximations for reciprocals and square roots to provide
starting values for iterative methods, for example Newton’s methods. Denormal
numbers are flushed to zero by the hardware and a flag is set in the control register
file so that software can react and if desired correct the situation. Since the registers
are only 32-bit wide, register pairs of one odd and one even register are used to
store double-precision operands that are 64-bit large, which allows each of the two
register files to hold 16 double-precision floating-point numbers.

Pipelined Execution and Interrupts
A clever program may take advantage of the guarantee that the destination register
contains the old value during the delay slots of an instruction. As illustrated in
Figure 5.3, the second product is stored in the same register as the first, but the
addition instruction issued during cycle 5 is able to still read the first product
during the first execution stage (E1) in cycle 11 before it gets overwritten during
next cycle.

The DSP supports interrupts and exceptions that asynchronously change the
control flow. If an interrupt would be taken directly after cycle 9 in the situation
shown in Figure 5.3, both multiplications would have already been in the execute
phase of the pipeline and would complete before the first instruction of the interrupt
service routine would be started [110, Figure 6-4]. Therefore it would not be possible
to recover the result of the first product since the second product has already
overwritten the destination register when the service routine starts. Upon return
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Clock Cycle
Operation 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14

A1← A1A2 PG PS PW PR DP DC E1 E2 E3 E4
A1← A2A3 PG PS PW PR DP DC E1 E2 E3 E4

NOP PG PS PW PR DP DC
NOP PG PS PW PR DP DC

A2←A2+A1 PG PS PW PR DP DC E1 E2 E3
A3←A3+A1 PG PS PW PR DP DC E1 E2 E3

Register
A1 2 6 12
A2 3 9
A3 4

Figure 5.3: Operation of the pipeline of the EXU.

from the interrupt, both additions would read the same number and the result of
the computation would be incorrect.

One way around the lost update problem is to simply not use the programming
style shown in Figure 5.3 and instead use single assignment techniques so that only
a single update to any destination register is in the pipeline at any time. If many
long operations are to be concurrently handled by the pipeline, a large number of
destination registers is necessary. For instance, up to eight multiplications may be
simultaneously in the pipeline and would thus block eight register pairs for double
precision operations.

In dense inner loops, for example those used by the matrix multiplication in this
thesis, the number of available registers is not sufficient to implement the single
assignment techniques mentioned before. Instead, interrupts can be temporarily
disabled during the execution. The DSP core has special hardware support for
tight loops in the form of the software pipelined loop buffer. When this facility
is used, it is possible to take interrupts under more controlled forms at the loop
boundaries allowing the interrupted program to drain the intermediate results from
the pipeline before taking the interrupt and again properly reinitialize the pipeline
after returning so that normal execution can continue.

To simplify the LU factorization implementation, the hardware support for
pipelined loops was not used and instead interrupts were disabled during the bench-
mark execution.

5.3 Memory System

The memory system of the TMS320C6678 DSP consists of a number of different
memories that can both be integrated on-chip or connected via external interfaces,
as for instance the external DDR3 memory shown in Figure 5.1. Since only external
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Level Size BW Lat. Split
Register 2 kiB 1664 GB/s 1 ns 8× 2×
L1 Memory 256 kiB 128 GB/s 5 ns 8×
L2 Memory 4 MiB 128 GB/s 12 ns 8×
MSM 4 MiB 16 GB/s 28 ns 1×
DDR3 512 MiB 11 GB/s 92 ns 1×

Table 5.2: Size and performance characteristics of the memory hierarchy of the
EVM for all cores and 1 GHz core clock frequency.

DDR3 memory is used, other possible external memory interfaces, such as those
used by non-volatile flash memories, are not considered here. An overview over the
characteristics of for this thesis relevant memories is given in Table 5.2.

The memory system can be viewed as a hierarchy based on a notion of distance,
for instance characterized by the access latency, from the functional units of the
execution unit. In this view, the two register files with each 32 registers make
up the closest, or top, layer of the hierarchy. Each execution unit and thereby
each core has its own private register files. This is also the lowest latency and
highest bandwidth memory of the whole chip, but it is also most limited in terms
of capacity. Registers are directly addressed by the instructions and the register file
has as shown in Figure 5.2 enough ports to supply operands and consume results for
each functional unit at every clock cycle. All lower levels of the memory hierarchy
can only be indirectly accessed by first copying the data to or from the register
file using load and store instructions executed by the data (D1 and D2) functional
units.

The next layer is made up of the core private first level (L1) memory. Following
a modified Harvard architecture typically used at this level, the memory is imple-
mented as a 32 KiB program memory holding instructions, not shown in Figure 5.1,
and a 32 KiB data memory. Accesses to the actual memory arrays take only one
clock cycle, but extra clock cycles are necessary to compute the addresses and route
the data or instructions in the DSP core so that the loaded data can only be ac-
cessed after 5 clock cycles, requiring 4 delay slots [110, Sec. 5.2.5]. The pipeline
is arranged in such a way that a load immediately following a store accesses the
L1 memory in the cycle after it was updated and therefore observes the new value.
The result is that stores do not require delay slots but still use three execute phases.
The pipeline does not need to be stalled for accesses to L1 memory as long as the
two possible accesses of a single clock cycle are directed to different 32-bit wide
banks of the L1 data memory. On the other hand, accesses below L1 memory cause
the pipeline to stall except if the data can be temporarily held in the four 128 bit
wide entries of the write buffer which may allow stores to complete without waiting
for the actual memory access. All levels below L1 hold both instructions and data.

Each core contains 512 KiB of level two (L2) memory that is clocked at half
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the frequency of the execution unit, or the core clock but allows 256 bit wide ac-
cesses thus offering the same bandwidth as the L1 data memory, although at higher
latency.

Any accesses made by load or store instructions to levels below L2 are sent to the
extended memory controller of the core, which also contains a simple linear prefetch
unit that tries to anticipate such accesses and satisfy them without leaving the core.
If the prefetcher did not contain the right data, the accesses are delegated to the
on-chip multi-core shared memory controller (MSMC) that is shared by all eight
cores. Accesses to the lower two levels of the hierarchy are all arbitrated by this
controller. Here, the on-chip multi-core shared memory (MSM) provides compara-
tively low latency on-chip storage shared between all eight cores, while the external
DDR3 memory provides up to 8 GiB of common bulk storage. Both memories offer
comparable bandwidth, with the on-chip memory at a slight advantage.

Accesses to memory mapped input output registers of on-chip peripherals like
the EDMA3 controllers is handled by the external memory controller (EMC) present
in each core and sent to the on-chip TeraNet interconnect.

Configurable Core Private Memory
The DSP core’s private L1 and L2 memory can be configured at run-time in two
different modes: Either as a transparent set-associative cache or as explicitly ad-
dressable scratchpad memory [111, 103]. It is further possible to partition the three
memories so that part of them is used as cache while the remaining memory is di-
rectly addressable. This flexibility allows for instance to use 28 KiB of the L1 data
memory as scratchpad, or SRAM, and take advantage of 4 KiB of cache to allow
fast access to local variables kept on the stack located in external DDR3 memory.

Since caches contain copies of the data stored in other places in the memory, co-
herency problems can be caused when other components of the chip, like peripheral
devices or other cores, access the data directly at the underlying storage. Contrary
to many general purpose CPUs that contain elaborate hardware mechanisms to
maintain caches coherent with the backing storage, the DSP core offers only very
limited support in hardware. Only in the case when L2 SRAM, not cache, is ac-
cessed by the direct memory access (DMA) engines the hardware takes measures
to ensure coherency between the L2 SRAM and the L1 data cache. In all other
scenarios, including accesses from other cores, coherency needs to be maintained
by the software. To this end the L1 and L2 cache controllers can be instructed to
flush, write-back or invalidate the caches via memory mapped I/O registers. It is
also the responsibility of the software to invalidate any old data that may be stored
in the prefetch buffers of the XMC.

If L1 or L2 memory is configured as SRAM, it is mapped into the regular
address space of the DSP core. Furthermore, other cores and on-chip peripheral
devices can also access this memory. These accesses are handled by the external
memory controller (EMC) that contains a slave port connected to the TeraNet
interconnect.
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Figure 5.4: Typical architecture of a 2 Gibit DDR3 DRAM chip.

Characteristics of the External DDR3 Memory
The TMS320C6678 can use up to 8 GiB of double data rate version 3 (DDR3)
dynamic random access memory (DRAM) for off-chip bulk storage. This memory is
attached via a single 64 bit+8 bit wide interface to an on-chip error-correction code
(ECC) capable DDR3 memory controller connected to the MSMC. The external
memory bus can be operated at clock frequencies up to 800 MHz but the evaluation
module only allows up to 666 MHz memory bus clock frequency. Since data transfer
happens at each clock edge, the total unidirectional bandwidth of the external
memory is 10.7 GB/s.

While it is possible to access DRAM memory in a random fashion as suggested
by its name, the performance of memory accesses is strongly dependent on the access
pattern due to the internal architecture of the DRAM memories. As illustrated in
Figure 5.4 a DDR3 memory chip consists of eight independent banks that share a
common physical data and control interface. To select a particular bank, either for
data access or to send control commands, a 3 bit bank address, BA0-2, is send to the
memory. Each bank of the memory contains in turn a single, mostly square, array
of DRAM memory cells each storing a single bit. During operation a single row of
the bank is selected by a row address using the row decoders. From the 16 364 bits
of a row a small number, for instance 16 in the chips used on the EVM, is selected
by the column decoders according to the column address. These bits are then either
read out to or updated from the the external data bus, DQ0-15. To construct the
64 bit wide memory used by the TMS320C6678, four of the described chips are
connected to the same control and address lines and accessed in parallel. On the
EVM, the Samsung K4B2G1646C chips are used for the 1.5 V DDR3 memory [99].
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Accesses to tburst [ns] Bandwidth [GB/s]
1 page 6 10.66
≥ 4 banks 11.25 5.68
1 bank 49.5 1.29

Table 5.3: Performance of single burst (64 B) accesses to DDR3-1333 memory.

To access a new row of the DRAM array of a bank careful preparation, also
called precharging, of the physical on-chip interconnect, the bit-lines, to be able
to detect the weak signals created when accessing a DRAM cell, basically a small
capacitor. Furthermore these weak signals have to be amplified by the sense am-
plifiers attached to each of the bit-lines that connect to the columns of the array.
The amplifiers increase the weak voltage differences on the bit-lines to normal logic
levels and are capable of indefinitely retaining those levels. The action of the sense
amplifiers also restores the small charges in the DRAM cells that were severely de-
pleted during the initial phases of the row access. This relatively sensitive and slow
process means that a new row of an array can only be accessed after the relatively
long row cycle time, tRC = 49.5 ns, has elapsed. On the other hand, accessing a
different set of columns of the already prepared, or opened, row is relatively fast
since it only involves selecting a different set of outputs from the sense amplifiers
via two fast multiplexers. This property is used by DDR3 memory to further in-
crease the bandwidth of the data bus compared to the command and address bus
by always sending a burst of eight consecutive column addresses for a single read
or write command. Thus as shown in Table 5.3, reading or writing a burst to an
already opened row, also called DRAM-page, can reach the peak bandwidth of the
memory and also offers the lowest access latency of only the column address strobe,
tCAS, time of typically 13.5 ns. Furthermore, these accesses can be overlapped so
that a new burst can be send after only tburst = 6 ns. On the contrary, reading or
writing a single burst in different rows of a single bank, labeled 1 bank, is about
eight times slower and has also relatively long latencies of about 27 ns to 40.5 ns.
Since the eight banks of the chip are largely independent, it would be possible to
interleave accesses to different banks to increase the memory bandwidth. Unfor-
tunately, accessing a different row requires considerable energy and therefore the
rate of such operations is limited on a per chip basis so that on average 11.25 ns
need to pass between opening pages which only allows to use about half of the total
bandwidth if reading or writing a single burst from a new page in such a scenario.
Additionally, in any case, changing the direction of the data bus, for instance when
switching from read to write accesses, causes some penalty to allow the read data
to be received by the far end before it can start sending data.

Overall, the typical DDR3 memory system prefers rather large block accesses
of multiples of 64 B to within a single page in the same direction. Furthermore,
accessing all bits within a page allows to amortize the energy needed to open the
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page and thus increases energy efficiency.

5.4 Direct Memory Access Engines

The TMS320C6678 DSP contains a number of independently operating components
that can transfer data between the different on- and off-chip memories and also to
and from peripheral devices. These components are generally referred to as direct
memory access (DMA) engines. Besides providing valuable data transfer services to
on-chip peripheral devices, the DMA engines can be used to copy data between the
levels of the memory hierarchy. Since the DMA engines operate independent of the
pipeline in the execution units, the DMA engines can be used to prevent pipeline
stalls by moving data to and from the upper levels, for example L1 memory, of the
memory hierarchy instead of using load and store instructions to the slow memory
at the bottom of the hierarchy.

Two different types of DMA engines are used by the LU factorization imple-
mentation: The internal DMA (IDMA) engines present in the EMC of each of the
eight cores and the shared enhanced DMA (EDMA3) engines.

The IDMA engine included in each DSP core is capable of transferring data
between the L1 and L2 SRAM of the corresponding core as well as transferring
data between the core private memory and the system wide memory mapped I/O
registers. The core internal data transfers are handled by channel 1 of the engine,
which can copy a consecutive block of data between L1 and L2 memory. The IDMA
channel 1 is programmed by writing three memory mapped registers in a specific
order to start the transfer. The engine allows to queue up to two transfers using
this mechanism. The status of the IDMA engine can be checked by reading a fourth
memory mapped register, for instance to detect the completion of a transfer. It
is also possible to send an interrupt to the DSP core when a transfer is finished.
However, this implementation does not use the interrupt capability and instead
relies on polling the status register. The drawback of this method is that about 10
stall cycles are needed to read the IDMA status register.

In comparison to the rather simple IDMA engines, the EDMA3 engines offer
much enhanced capabilities. The EDMA3 engines consist of a number of indepen-
dent channel controllers that each are implemented as an on-chip peripheral device
shared by the DSP cores. The TMS320C6678 has three of these devices (CC0 -
CC2). Each channel controller has a parameter RAM (PaRAM) that contains a
relatively large number of transfer descriptors (128 or 512 entries) that each de-
scribe a single DMA transfer. The transfers are described using three orthogonal
dimensions: The A dimension is simply a contiguous array of variable length, the B
and C dimensions describe repetitions of the A and B dimension allowing to create
a 3D structure as shown in Figure 5.5. Separate offsets between the arrays (BIDX)
and frames (CIDX) allow to describe different layouts for the source and destina-
tion sides of the transfer. Descriptors can be linked together via a link pointer field
to form transfer lists. Each channel controller has a number of independent (16 or
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Figure 5.5: An EDMA3 transfer that consists of 3 frames of 4 fixed size arrays.

64) channels that each are associated with a specific transfer descriptor, or using
the linking ability a list of descriptors. Each channel is triggered by an indepen-
dent event that causes the transfer of either an array, A dimension, or a frame, B
dimension. After completing a transfer a new event can be created to chain chan-
nels including the own channel together. Pending events are sorted using a static
priority and queued for submission of the transfers to several independent transfer
controllers (TC0 - TC3) associated with each channel controller. The transfer con-
trollers execute the actual transfers and also contain buffers, either 512 B or 1 KiB
big, to decouple and pipeline the read and write accesses needed to complete the
transfer. The transfer controllers can access any addressable memory or memory
mapped I/O register location including the core private L1 and L2 SRAMs, the
on-chip shared MSM and the external DDR3 memory. The completion of a trans-
fer can also set an interrupt flag that can either be checked by a DSP core using a
register read or the channel controller can trigger an interrupt that will be routed
to one of the DSP cores. Again this implementation uses polling of the status flags
and does not trigger any interrupts.

Performance of DMA Transfers
DMA transfers provide an important opportunity to avoid costly stalls of the DSP
core’s pipeline. It is therefor important to understand what performance could be
expected from the different DMA engines and what potential bottlenecks need to be
considered. With this regard, the bandwidth of the on-chip and in-core interconnect
network is the most important parameter.

As illustrated in Figure 5.1 the IDMA engines are located in the EMC and use
a 64 bit wide data path to access the L1 memory which operates at full core clock
frequency and therefore can transfer up to eight bytes per clock cycle, which is also
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the maximum speed at which the IDMA can copy data between the L1 and L2
SRAMs.

A more important limitation concerns the performance of the shared EDMA3
engines. As illustrated, the transfer controllers are each connected to the on-chip
TeraNet with one master port per TC. This fabric consists of several non-blocking
switched interconnects operating at different clock frequencies and using ports of
different width. The TeraNet 2, to which the TCs of CC0 are connected, runs
at half the core clock speed and has 256 bit wide ports that can move up to 16
bytes per core clock cycle, while the TeraNet 3 only runs at one third of the core
clock frequency and has only 128 bit wide ports so that only 5.3 bytes can be
moved per core clock cycle across them. On the other end, the shared memories
are accessed via a single slave port that connects the MSMC to the TeraNet 2
again with a maximum bandwidth of 16 bytes per cycle. To access the in-core L1
and L2 memory, the EMC of each core is equipped with a slave port connected
to the TeraNet 3. It would be possible for a single EDMA3 transfer to use all
available DDR3 bandwidth, 10.7 GB/s when using DDR3-1333 memories as on the
EVM, since the TeraNet 2 ports offers between 12.8 GB/s and 20 GB/s bandwidth
depending on core clock frequency. However, only between 4.3 GB/s and 6.7 GB/s
can be transferred to the in-core L1 or L2 memories due to the narrower and slower
TeraNet 3 ports of the EMCs. Since each core has it’s own slave port, using several
TCs that simultaneously transfer data between the DDR3 memory and the core
private memories can saturate the external memory bandwidth.

Another important aspect is that the memory mapped registers and the PaRAM
used of EDMA3 CCs are accessed via a relatively narrow, 32 bit, and slow, one
third of core clock frequency, peripheral TeraNet 3P interconnect. It is therefore
relatively simple for the combined accesses from eight independent cores to saturate
the slave interface of the EDMA3 CCs when for instance polling for the completion
of DMA transfers. This situation would lead to unnecessary long queuing delays
and associated expensive pipeline stalls. By centralizing the programming of the
EDMA3 CCs to a single core and using synchronization between the eight cores
instead this problem can be avoided.
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Parallel LU Factorization

The run-time of sequential algorithms, executing only one elementary operation
at a time, is limited by the sum of the execution times of the elementary opera-
tions. Processing many operations concurrently, or in parallel, offers much better
prospects to reduce overall run-time. For this reason, parallel execution capabili-
ties are ubiquitously used across the whole spectrum of computer applications from
personal mobile devices to massively parallel supercomputer systems.

To take advantage of the eight cores of the TMS320C6678 DSP the right-looking
parallel version of the partitioned LU factorization algorithm was implemented.
This algorithm is also used by the HPL benchmark [91] and the ScaLAPACK
library [19]. Yet, for the final, scalar factorization of the 4-column wide panels
that terminate the recursion, a left-looking algorithm is used to conserve memory
bandwidth.

6.1 Dependencies and Concurrency

Most elementary computations of the LU factorization depend on the results of ear-
lier operations. These dependencies create a partial ordering that restricts which
operations can be concurrently executed. Figure 6.1 illustrates the important de-
pendencies when computing the LU factorization using the right-looking partitioned
Algorithm 9 with partial pivoting at step α.

For instance to update the element sij , located in the trailing part SLL, a dot-
product between the column j of the part UU and the row i of the part LL is
computed. Hence, besides the value of s

(α)
ij , the updated values of the mentioned

column- and row-vectors need to be known. In turn, to compute the update to the
elements in the mentioned column of UU , for instance skj , a triangular equation
system needs to be solved. Thus s

(α+1)
kj depends not only on the old value s

(α)
kj ,

but also on the row k of LL up until column k and the elements above it in the
column of UU , not shown in the illustration. In turn, the pivot search during the LU
factorization of LL needed to determine s

(α+1)
kk may cause an exchange between skk
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Figure 6.1: Dependencies of s
(α+1)
ij in the right-looking partitioned LU factorization

with partial pivoting, Algorithm 9.

and sik. Thus both elements cannot be known until column k of LL is factorized.
This also implies that column k of L

(α+1)
L collectively depends on the same column

in L
(α)
L . As indicated by the dashed outlines the same basic dependencies also hold

between blocks of S instead of elements.
Overall the following pattern of dependencies emerges: Once the panel L

(α)
L

is known, its LU factorization can be computed including the application of the
necessary permutations resulting in L

(α+1)
L . Then all the blocks in U

(α+1)
U can be

computed by first applying the permutations found from LL to the block-column
of S and then solving the triangular system for U . As soon as a block of UU has
been updated, in turn the update to all the blocks in the column below it in SLL

can be computed.

Data-Decomposition into Tasks
As the previous discussion highlights, it is possible to concurrently compute the
updates to a large number of different data elements sij at each step of the LU
factorization. This allows to decompose each step in Algorithm 9 into a number
of tasks that each are defined by the data elements that the task should update.
Figure 6.2 illustrates three simple decompositions and the resulting dependencies
within a single step α of the overall factorization. Furthermore, the presented
implementation always completes a whole step before starting the next, thus a
further sequential dependency between the steps exists. In this regard, the HPL
benchmark implementation offers more advanced look-ahead techniques [91] as an
option.

As shown in Figure 6.2a, tasks can be assigned to column panels of S. This
implies that tasks 2,. . . , n have to wait until task 1 has factorized the leading panel.
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Figure 6.2: Basic strategies to decompose the LU factorization into tasks.

On the other hand, the triangular solution of the top rows of each trailing panel
does not require any synchronization between tasks.

Similarly it is possible to decompose the problem into row panels as illustrated
in Figure 6.2b after computing the factorization of the leading column panel. Since
the triangular update of the top rows depends on this factorization, merging both
into task 1 removes one inter-task synchronization. Again as shown, tasks 2,. . . , n
have to wait until task 1 is complete.

To increase the scalability, a larger number of tasks can be created by using a
two dimensional decomposition as illustrated in Figure 6.2c. This requires a more
complex pattern of inter-task synchronizations. The decomposition used by the
HPL benchmark and the ScaLAPACK library [19] is based on this idea.

Since this benchmark implementation only requires modest numbers of tasks to
assign to the eight cores of the DSP, the implementation uses the simpler row and
column panel strategies.

6.2 Partitioning for Concurrent Threads

Hardware often exposes high-level parallelism by offering the ability to concurrently
execute several independent threads of computation. For instance each of the eight
cores of the DSP can independently execute a single thread. To exploit this the LU
factorization needs to be expressed in the form of several concurrently executing
programs or program instances that co-operate to solve the overall problem.

To accomplish this, after the overall problem is decomposed into tasks as pre-
viously discussed, the tasks need to be assigned to the different threads and the
necessary synchronization operations need to be included into the control flow of
the threads.

Based on the pattern of inter-task dependencies, a bulk-synchronous parallel
model [118] was implemented. Each step of the factorization was split into two sep-
arate phases: Task 1, containing the factorization of the leading panel, forms the
first phase and tasks 2,. . . , n form the second phase. The steps are in turn executed
in strict sequence. This allows to exclusively use barrier synchronization, reduc-
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ing the development effort needed to implement the for the benchmark necessary
synchronization procedures. Furthermore, a single-program multiple-data approach
was used since all threads largely execute the same algorithms.

The column partition strategy, Figure 6.2a, was selected since this strategy
allows to keep the UU panel in fast on-chip memory between the triangular solution
and the matrix multiplication updates. Due to the pivot search this is not possible
for LL unless the whole panel fits into on-chip memory.

Width of the Column Panels and Overall Problem Size
The width of the leading column panel, LL, that is assigned to task 1, Figure 6.2a,
also determines the size of the q dimension of the rank-q update SLL ← SLL−LLUU .
Selecting wider panels is beneficial for the efficiency of the matrix multiplication
as will be discussed in Section 7.2. On the other hand, selecting very wide panels
reduces the fraction of total work that is assigned to this highly efficient matrix
multiplication as discussed in Section 4.2. Since the matrix multiplication strategy
that was implemented offers very little additional gain for q > 128 due to the size
of the on-chip L1 SRAM, 128 column wide panels were used for the leading LU
factorization.

To avoid the complication of handling partial panels the overall problem size
was restricted so that S can be evenly divided into 128 column panels. Since the
last column of S is used for the right hand side, the number of unknowns, n, is

n = (128x− 1) where x ∈ N. (6.1)

Furthermore, the last row of S is filled with 0 to keep the overall square shape.
The width of the panels for tasks 2,. . . , n can be selected independent from the

width of the leading 128 column panel, see also Figure 6.1. Due to the restriction
(6.1), UU and SLL will also only consist of full 128 column panels. Thus, selecting
16 column wide panels for tasks 2,. . . , n results in the number of these tasks to
always be divisible by eight. This permits perfect load balance when assigning the
tasks to the eight cores of the DSP.

For optimal memory access as will be discussed in Section 7.4, the tasks 2,. . . , n
are cyclically assigned to the eight threads. Due to the size of the on-chip L2
SRAM, each thread in turn batches this column panels into chunks of up to 128
columns, or 1024 columns for all eight threads together, using a greedy strategy.
Thus only the last chunk can have non-maximum width.

These choices lead to the top-level control flow for the parallel LU factorization
as outlined in Figure 6.3.

6.3 Recursive Partition of the Leading Panel

When using a single-threaded LU factorization, for instance Algorithm 8, for the
leading panels, threads 2–8 are idle during the first phase of each step, see also Fig-
ure 6.3. This serial phase limits the possible speedup according to Amdahl’s law [3]:
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Figure 6.3: Top level control flow of the parallel LU factorization implementation.
The aggregation of the trailing panels into chunks is not shown for clarity.

Assuming the fraction H of the execution time of the sequential program cannot
benefit from parallel execution the maximum speedup using p parallel processes or
threads is

S(p) = 1
H+ 1

p (1−H)
. (6.2)

Assuming that each floating-point operation has equal execution time and dis-
regarding other operations, the influence of the serial execution of the leading panel
factorization on the obtainable speedup is shown in Table 6.1. Here the outer level
partition is based on 128 column wide panels as discussed. As shown, the maxi-
mum speedup (p = ∞) when only using the outer partition is rather limited and
therefore matrices of at least 1023× 1023 elements are needed to reach more than
50% parallel efficiency (S(p = 8) > 4) for eight threads.

By recursively partitioning the factorization of the leading panel, this task can
also be distributed across several threads. Since the panel is only 128 columns
wide, it is more appropriate to use the row partition strategy, Figure 6.2b for this.
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Size Only Outer Recursive
H [%] S(p =∞) S(p = 8) H [%] S(p =∞) S(p = 8)

127 100.00 1.0 1.0 17.61 5.7 3.6
255 43.66 2.3 2.0 6.59 15.2 5.5
511 20.22 4.9 3.3 2.74 36.4 6.7

1023 9.71 10.3 4.8 1.23 81.0 7.4
2047 4.75 21.0 6.0 0.58 171.4 7.7
4095 2.35 42.5 6.9 0.28 353.1 7.8
8063 1.19 84.2 7.4 0.14 705.7 7.9

Table 6.1: Serial fraction, H, and speedup, S, according to Amdahl’s law for the
parallel LU factorization using only the outer level and recursively both outer and
inner level of the hybrid partitioning strategy.

16 112 16

12
8

16
16

Thread 1 Thread 2 Thread 3

Figure 6.4: Hybrid partition strategy used in the presented implementation.

Choosing a panel of 16 rows leads to the hybrid partition shown in Figure 6.4. This
partition can take advantage of the uniform 16 × 16 element blocks of the matrix
S as further described in Section 7.3.

The factorization of the leading 128 column panel can be computed similar to
the outer factorization as illustrated in Figure 6.5. The major difference is that the
triangular solution is also computed by the first thread and thus part of the first
phase.

Table 6.2 shows the nominal floating-point operations calculated using the for-
mulas from Chapter 4 alongside with the break-down onto the three different op-
erations. As expected from (4.1) most operations are contained in the matrix
multiplication of the trailing panels, the outer update, while the triangular solution
of the top 128 rows and the factorization of the leading 128 column panel require
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Update 16 rows
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Figure 6.5: Control flow of the factorization of the leading 128 column wide panel.

about the same number of operations for larger problems. The recursive strategy
further shifts the largest part of the operations of the factorization of the leading
128 column panel to the inner matrix multiplication update. This significantly re-
duces the impact of the inner 16 column panel factorization and triangular solution,
that both are single-threaded. The resulting improvement in speedup is shown in
Table 6.1: The recursive strategy enables more than 50% parallel efficiency for
problems as small as 255× 255 coefficients.
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Size Total Outer Inner
Fact. Solve Upd. Fact. Solve Upd.

FLOP % % % % % %
127 1.358× 106 100.00 0.00 0.00 9.295 8.316 82.389
255 1.102× 107 43.66 18.88 37.46 4.521 2.065 37.072
511 8.882× 107 20.22 14.11 65.67 2.229 0.514 17.480

1023 7.132× 108 9.71 8.22 82.08 1.107 0.128 8.472
2047 5.716× 109 4.75 4.40 90.85 0.551 0.032 4.169
4095 4.577× 1010 2.35 2.27 95.38 0.275 0.008 2.068
8063 3.494× 1011 1.19 1.17 97.64 0.140 0.002 1.046

Table 6.2: Floating-point operations and relative distribution of operations for the
hybrid strategy.
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Chapter 7

Improving Memory Accesses

The computationally dominating operations of the LU factorization and the matrix
multiplication are elemental multiply-accumulate updates of the form c ← c ± ab
which require up to four memory accesses for only two floating-point operations.
Considering that all these accesses are made to external DDR3 memory offering a
bandwidth of 10.7 GB/s, these updates could only be executed at a rate of 0.67 GF/s
when using 64-bit floating-point arithmetic. This translates to only 13 to 23% of
the attainable peak floating-point performance of a single core depending on the
chosen core clock frequency, or less than 3% of the aggregate performance of the
DSP’s eight cores even at the lowest clock frequency.

By using suitably partitioned matrices it is possible to redirect the vast majority
of these memory accesses to faster, yet smaller memories higher up in the memory
hierarchy, see Table 5.2. Suitable blocking or tiling techniques have already been
developed in 1969 [79] and have been widely discussed, refined and extended in
literature [45, 73, 115, 9]. Recursive application of these techniques allowed matrix
multiplication at over 90% of theoretical peak performance on x86 architectures
[47].

7.1 Using Fast Memory in Matrix Multiplications

The bandwidth saving effect of fast memory can for instance be illustrated by
the partitioned matrix multiplication as outlined in Algorithm 10 following the
argument in [45, Form 3].

Assume that the m × n matrix S is small enough so that it together with one
block of L and U fits into a level of faster memory higher up in the hierarchy.
For instance S may be a block in a suitably partitioned larger matrix. Then, as
explicitly stated in Algorithm 10, it is possible to copy all the three matrices into
fast memory before carrying out the update in line 4. Thus, all accesses needed for
that update are directed towards the fast memory, and the slow memory is only
accessed to copy the data. From the example it is easy to see that each block of
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Algorithm 10 Partitioned matrix multiplication for S ← S − LU .
Require: L ∈ Rm×q and U ∈ Rq×n partitioned into t blocks.

1: Copy S from slow to fast memory.
2: for γ = 1, . . . , t do
3: Copy Lγ and Uγ from slow to fast memory.
4: S ← S − LγUγ

5: end for
6: Copy S back from fast to slow memory.

L and U is copied exactly once, and therefore the factors L and U are accessed
exactly once, independent of the size of the blocks. Furthermore, S is accessed
exactly twice in slow memory, independent of the size of L and U , since all partial
products are accumulated in fast memory. Since the overall operation requires
2mnq floating-point operations, the required bandwidth to slow memory, expressed
in the number of elements accessed per floating-point operation is

S︷︸︸︷
2mn +

L︷︸︸︷
mq +

U︷︸︸︷
nq

2mnq
= 1

q
+ 1

2n
+ 1

2m
. (7.1)

As analyzed in [66], given b elements of fast storage, m and n can be optimized so
that the required bandwidth to slow memory is approximately

1
q

+ Θ
(

1√
b

)
(7.2)

which is small compared to the two accesses per floating-point operation required
when directing all accesses to slow memory.

Similar savings are possible when iterating over blocks of S since either a block
of L or U is constant during this iteration. However, the required bandwidth is
in this case approximately 1.5 times larger since the blocks of S need to also be
written back to slow memory in the inner loop.

7.2 Recursively Partitioned Matrix Multiplication

The bandwidth saving blocking or tiling techniques can be recursively applied to
the multiplication at the block level. This allows to place the resulting smaller
blocks into faster, yet smaller memories higher up in the hierarchy [47].

The matrix multiplication update uses four different levels of the DSPs memory
hierarchy shown in Table 5.3: The registers, the core-private L1 and L2 and the
external DDR3 memory. The resulting partitioning strategy consists of six explicit
levels of nested loops and a fully unrolled inner loop body as listed in Table 7.1.

As shown, accumulating the dot product S ← S − LU is especially effective
since the product matrix S gets both read and updated. Therefore, the innermost
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Level Part. Placement Dimensions Loop
S L U m n q Dir. Iter.

7 R R R 4 4 1 m,n 4,4
6 Prod. R L1 L1 4 4 128 q 128
5 Row L2 L1 L1 8 4 128 m 2
4 Col. L2 L1 L2 8 16–128 128 n 4–32
3 Row L2 L2 L2 64 16–128 128 m 8
2 Row D D L2 128–7936 16–128 128 m 2–124
1 Col. D D D 128–7936 16–992 128 n 1–8

Table 7.1: Partition hierarchy for matrix multiplication update S ← S−LU . Block
shapes and sizes are given per thread.

explicit loop at level 6 accumulates dot products along q while streaming L and U
from L1 memory. To maximize the savings, the size of the block of S, that is kept
in registers at this level, is also maximized. Selecting m = n furthermore minimizes
the bandwidth needed for reading L and U , while increasing the block size along
q does not save any bandwidth. The choice of m = n = 4 requires half of the
core’s registers to hold the 16 dot-products. Any larger block would most likely
be impossible to fit into the register file together with the blocks for L, U and the
necessary pointers and loop counters.

The size of the dimension q was maximized under the constraint that two copies
of L and U could be held in L1 SRAM. With q = 128, in total 24 KiB of L1 SRAM
are required to hold the two copies of the 8 × 128 element blocks of L and the
128 × 4 element blocks of U . This choice also limits the minimum width of the
leading panel of the LU factorization as described in Section 6.3. Since the leading
panel is 128 columns wide, the dimension q cannot be further extended at the outer
loop levels 1–5.

At level 5 two iterations are made along m and S is copied to and from L2
SRAM while L and U is kept in L1 SRAM. This short loop cuts the bandwidth
needed to reload U from L2 memory in half.

At level 4 between 4 and 32 iterations are made along n and U is copied from
L2 SRAM. S is left in-place in L2 SRAM and L is kept in L1 SRAM in this loop.
Here, the size of dimension n is limited by the size of the L2 SRAM. Keeping two
128× 128 element blocks of U , again to allow double buffering, requires 256 KiB or
half of the capacity of the L2 SRAM.

At level 3 eight iterations are made along m and L is copied from L2 SRAM
while S and U are left in place. The block-size in dimension m is limited so that two
copies of the 64× 128 element blocks of both L and S can be kept in the remaining
256 KiB of L2 SRAM.

At level 2 between 2 and 124 iterations are made along m and S and L are
now transferred between DDR3 memory and L2 SRAM. U is already in place in
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Level Copy Cycles Reg. L1 L2 DDR3
[Bytes/cycle]

7 8 512
6 L, U 1 024 64 64
5 S 2 048 2 2
4 U 65 536 16 16
3 L 524 288 1 1
2 S, L 65 011 712 3 3
1 U 503 840 768 0.02 0.02

Total 503 840 768 578 81 22.02 3.02

Table 7.2: Best case memory bandwidth for matrix multiplication with eight
threads.

L2 memory.
Finally, at level 1, U is copied from DDR3 memory to L2 SRAM. Here between

one and eight iterations are needed and the width of the last column panel may be
less than 128 columns per core. As described in Section 6.3 the triangular solution
to update U is integrated into this loop.

Estimation of the Memory Bandwidth Requirements
The aim of the presented recursively partitioned matrix multiplication was to tailor
the bandwidth requirements to the different levels of the memory hierarchy so that
the overall operation can execute at peak performance. The required bandwidth for
the transfers, when all eight cores are concurrently executing the matrix multipli-
cation update, is listed in Table 7.1. It was calculated using the approach outlined
in Section 7.1.

Since on-chip bandwidth is proportional to the core clock frequency, the band-
width requirements are expressed in bytes per core clock cycle which can be easily
compared to the hardware characteristics in Table 5.2. Since the DDR3 mem-
ory runs at a fixed clock frequency, its fixed bandwidth of 10.7 GB/s translates to
8.5–13.3 bytes per clock cycle for clock frequencies between 1.25 GHz and 0.8 GHz.

Table 7.2 lists the resulting requirements for the best case, the largest matrix
sizes, while Table 7.3 shows the situation for the worst case, the smallest matrix
sizes.

As can be seen, for the best case the required memory bandwidth is with good
margin below the offered bandwidth of the memory hierarchy. It should therefore
be possible to execute the trailing panel matrix multiplication at attainable peak
performance using the presented strategy.

On the other hand, for the worst case, the offered DDR3 memory bandwidth
is the limiting factor for all but the lowest core clock frequencies. Since this case
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Level Copy Cycles Reg. L1 L2 DDR3
[Bytes/cycle]

7 8 512
6 L, U 1 024 64 64
5 S 2 048 2 2
4 U 8 192 16 16
3 L 65 536 8 8
2 S, L 131 072 10 10
1 U 131 072 1 1

Total 131 072 578 88 37 11

Table 7.3: Worst case memory bandwidth for matrix multiplication with eight
threads.

is 3 844 times shorter and can only occur once per panel update, its influence on
overall performance is rather limited.

7.3 Improving Memory Access Patterns

Computer memory, including the DSPs memory, is conventionally abstracted and
addressed as a one dimensional vector. To store a two dimensional structure like a
matrix a mapping from the row, i, and column, j, indices to the one dimensional
address, o, is needed. One of the simplest and most widely used families of functions
is [70, p. 299]:

o(i, j) = c0 + c1i + c2j (7.3)

where c0 specifies the overall location in memory. For a m × n element matrix,
setting c2 = 1 and c1 ≥ n leads to the row-major layout shown in Figure 7.1a which
packs elements of the same row into adjacent locations in memory. This choice is
conventionally used by the C language. The dual of setting c1 = 1 and c2 ≥ m
gives to the column-major layout illustrated in Figure 7.1b, packing elements of the
same column into adjacent memory locations. This layout is conventionally used
by the FORTRAN language.

When accessing a small rectangular block of the matrix, both row- and column-
major layouts fragment the access into several short vectors. This can cause sub-
optimal performance when for instance accessing the external DDR3 memory as
discussed in Section 5.3. By decomposing the matrix into blocks and arranging the
blocks in a 2D matrix as shown in Figure 7.1c, the situation can be improved when
accessing blocks that match the storage layout.

To access this four dimensional structure, the mapping function needs to be
extended using the the block indices α and β in addition to the row and column
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Figure 7.1: Strategies for storing a two-dimensional matrix in main memory.

indices, i and j, inside a block so that

o(α, β, i, j) = c0 + c1α + c2β + c3i + c4j. (7.4)

Layout of the Matrix S in DDR3 Memory
The triangular solution and matrix multiplication updates of the trailing part of
the matrix S are assigned in 16 column wide panels to the eight cores of the DSP
as illustrated in Figure 6.4. Furthermore, during the matrix multiplication update,
computations progress in 64 row high blocks down the columns of these panels as
discussed in Section 7.2.

By decomposing the S matrix into 16 × 16 element blocks and storing it in a
blocked layout as illustrated in Figure 7.1c, the DMA transfers to copy the blocks
of S to and from L2 SRAM of the eight cores can compactly access a relatively
small number of these blocks. Furthermore, four of the 2 KiB big blocks can be
stored in a single 8 KiB big page of the DDR3 memory, see Section 5.3. Thus
accesses to these four blocks can be interleaved without degrading DDR3 memory
performance, which allows to simultaneously transfer data to several DSP cores.
As discussed in Section 5.4 this is needed to work around the limited bandwidth
when accessing the core-private memories from the EDMA3 engines.

The elements inside a 16 × 16 block and the blocks themselves are stored in
row-major layout, thus c4 = 1, c3 = 16 and c2 = 256 in (7.4).

The overall shape of the matrix S in DDR3 memory is fixed at 8064 × 8064
elements, or 504 × 504 blocks, independent of problem size. This guarantees a
fixed storage layout: Adjacent blocks in a single block column, 16 elements wide,
are stored in different banks of the DDR3 memory. This helps to improve the
performance of the EDMA3 transfers of the S matrix as described in Section 7.4.

Layout of the Matrices L and U in L1 SRAM
At level 6 of the matrix multiplication decomposition, Table 7.1, a 4 × 4 × 128
element matrix product is formed by accumulating 4 × 4 × 1 outer products with
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the factors L and U streamed from core-private L1 SRAM.
The L1 SRAM is organized into eight 32 bit wide banks with eight consecutive

32 bit words mapped to different banks [112, Sec 3.5]. For maximum performance
parallel memory accesses from the two D units of the core, see Figure 5.2, must
access data in different banks.

To form the 4 × 4 × 1 outer product, a 4 × 1 column vector is read from the
L matrix. Thus by laying out this matrix in column-major order, bank conflicts
during parallel loading of this vector can be avoided.

Similarly, a 1 × 4 row vector is read from the U matrix and this matrix is
therefore stored in row-major format in L1 SRAM.

Since both the L and U matrices share the storage with the S matrix in DDR3
memory, which is laid out in blocks as described, it is necessary to suitably transpose
the data between the L1 SRAM layout and the DDR3 layout. For the U matrix
this is handled by the DSP cores before the triangular solution of the top 128 rows,
while the EDMA3 engines are used for the L matrix as described in Section 7.4.

7.4 Parallel Memory Copy to Improve Bandwidth

As described in Section 7.2, 64 row high blocks from two matrices, S and L, need to
be transferred between the external DDR3 memory and the L2 SRAM of the eight
cores of the DSP. In this implementation two different EDMA3 channel controllers
are used for this task: CC0 handles the L matrix blocks and CC1 the S matrix
blocks.

As described in Section 5.4, the data-path used by the EDMA3 engines to access
the core private L2 SRAM offers about half the bandwidth of the external DDR3
memory. Thus, at least two concurrent EDMA3 transfers accessing different cores
are needed to fully utilize the bandwidth of the external DDR3 memory.

Transfer of the S Matrix
The EDMA3 CC1 needs to transfer 64 row high and up to 1024 column wide blocks
of the product matrix S between the L2 SRAM of the DSP cores and the external
DDR3 memory during the described computation of the matrix product update.
The 1024 column wide blocks are a result of the assignment of up to 128 column
wide blocks to each of the eight DSP cores.

The S matrix is laid out in 16× 16 blocks in both the DDR3 memory and the
L2 SRAM as described in Section 7.3. These blocks are cyclically assigned to the
DSP cores as described in Section 6.3. This leads to the block mapping between
L2 SRAM and DDR3 memory as illustrated in Figure 7.2.

The EDMA3 engine is capable enough so that the transfer of the up to eight
blocks assigned to a core in the same row of S can be encoded using a single
transfer descriptor. On the other hand, blocks in different rows cannot be handled
by a single descriptor and therefore in total 8× 4 descriptors are needed to handle
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Figure 7.2: Transfer of S matrix between DDR and L2 memory.

Dimension Count DDR3 Offset L2 SRAM Offset
A (array) 2 KiB
B (frame) 1–8 arrays 16 KiB 2 KiB
C (transfer) 1 — —
Synchronization A, a trigger event transfers one array
Linked transfer Same transfer
Chained transfer Cyclic, next transfer of same core

Table 7.4: Parameters of the EDMA3 transfers for copying the blocks of the S
matrix between DDR3 memory and L2 SRAM.

all the necessary transfers from DDR3 memory to L2 SRAM. A second set of similar
descriptors is used for the opposite transfers of the updated blocks from L2 SRAM
back to DDR3 memory.

Table 7.4 lists the important parameters of the 32 transfer descriptors. The
basic unit of each transfer, a EDMA3 dimension-A array as shown in Figure 5.5, is
a 16×16 element big block of S. After copying a block, the transfer advances eight
blocks to the right in DDR3 memory and one block in L2 SRAM thus accomplishing
the cyclic assignment of blocks to cores. However, instead of immediately copying
this block, the next transfer handling the same core is triggered using the chaining
mechanism. Therefore, the actual copy proceeds along a column of blocks. This
arrangement allows to keep the relative order of the transfers for different cores
thanks to the FIFO policy of the transfer queues in the channel controller.

The transfers are assigned to two different transfer controllers that operate
independently and also have independent queues in the EDMA3 channel controller
[113, Sec. 2.11]. Transfers handling odd numbered cores are assigned to TC0
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and those handling even numbered cores are assigned to TC1. Thus two transfers
can simultaneously access different cores and therefore saturate the external DDR3
memory bandwidth.

To start the whole copy operation, the first transfers of all eight cores, transfers
0–7 in Figure 7.2, are simultaneously triggered. These transfers are then queued
according to their static priority starting with transfer 0 into the two FIFO queues,
one for each transfer controller as described. These eight transfers access a contigu-
ous 16 KiB region in the DDR3 memory, which spans two pages in two different
banks as described in Section 5.3. Since the two transfer controllers handle directly
adjacent blocks, one odd and one even, the concurrent accesses are always towards
the same page in the same bank thus maximizing the usable DDR3 memory band-
width. When one transfer controller advances to the next block in a column, a
different page of the DDR3 memory is accessed. Due to the layout of the S matrix
in DDR3 memory this page is located in a different bank and can therefore be
accessed without interfering with the still lagging transfer of the other transfer con-
troller. Therefore, no further synchronization between the two transfer controllers
is necessary.

Initial experiments showed that using the presented arrangement allowed to
transfer more than 10 GB/s to and from the DDR3 memory, which is close to the
peak bandwidth of 10.66 GB/s. This motivated follow-up work [84] to adopt the
technique to the STREAM benchmark.

Transfer of the L Matrix
Together with a block of the S matrix, a new 64× 128 element big block of the L
matrix needs to be copied into the in-core buffers. The multiplication procedure
expects this data to be arranged into 16 independent matrices of 4 rows and 128
columns laid out in column-major order. Since the L matrix is embedded in the
S matrix in DDR3 memory, it is also stored in a blocked fashion and needs to be
rearranged during the transfer.

As shown in Figure 7.3, this transformation is split into three steps using two
intermediate buffers. The buffers, each holding 64 × 128 doubles, are placed into
the on-chip shared memory (MSM).

In the first step, the eight 16× 16 element blocks in a row are transposed into a
16× 128 element row-major matrix in the first buffer. The whole 64 element high
overall block results as shown in four such matrices. In the second step, each of the
16×128 big matrices are further split and simultaneously transposed into four 4×128
big matrices stored in column-major order. Thus the second intermediate buffer
contains the 16 independent matrices as needed by the multiplication procedure.

The four transfers, number 0–3, of the first transposition step are arranged to
sequentially access the DDR3 memory, as listed in Table 7.5. The source matrix is
accessed in chunks of 16 elements, a row of the blocks as stored in DDR3. At the
frame level, the transfer continues with the next row in the 16× 16 element block,
that immediately follows in DDR3 memory, but has to be placed at an offset of one
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Figure 7.3: Transfer of L matrix between DDR and L2 memory.

Dimension Count DDR3 Offset (Source) MSM Offset (Dest.)
A (array) 128 byte
B (frame) 16 arrays 128 B 1 KiB
C (transfer) 8 frames 2 KiB 128 B
Synchronization AB, a trigger event transfers one frame
Linked transfer Next transfer
Chained transfer Same transfer

Table 7.5: Parameters of the EDMA3 transfers 0–3 for rearranging a 64 × 128
element block of the L matrix into four 16× 128 matrices in MSM.

row or 128 elements in MSM. The frame level simply advances to the next 16× 16
element block, which simply shifts the current position in MSM by 16 elements.

For the second step, the fact that the four matrices resulting from the first
rearrangement are stored immediately after each other and thus form a single 128×
128 element big matrix is exploited. As listed in Table 7.6, the four transfers
numbered 4–7 each copy 16 rows from the source matrix. The 128 elements of a
row of the source matrix are consecutively read one element at a time, a EDMA3
dimension-A array, and written four elements apart to carry out the transposition.
This frame is then repeated 16 times, advancing 4 rows down in the source, which
is equal to a whole 4× 128 matrix at the destination. To copy the whole block, the
other three transfers simply start with an offset of one row or 128 elements each.

The final eight transfers, numbered 8–15, simply copy the rearranged matrix
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Dimension Count Source Offset Destination Offset
A (array) 8 byte
B (frame) 128 arrays 8 B 32 B
C (transfer) 16 frames 4 KiB 4 KiB
Synchronization AB, a trigger event transfers one frame
Linked transfer Next transfer
Chained transfer Same transfer

Table 7.6: Parameters of the EDMA3 transfers 4–7 for rearranging 16 rows of a
128 × 128 element row-major matrix into one row of 16 4 × 128 column-major
matrices.

in one block to the L2 SRAM buffers of each of the eight cores, completing the
operation. This last step also effectively reduces the bandwidth requirement on the
DDR3 memory which only has to be accessed once for all eight cores.

All the transfers are AB-synchronized, which allows the transfer controllers to
coalesce the read accesses to the source buffers [113, Sec. 2.12.1.2]. All transfers are
linked in a linear fashion from 0 to 15 and also self-chained, so that after triggering
the first transfer the whole operation is autonomously completed by the channel
controller.

The L matrix is only read during the matrix multiplication, so no transfers are
needed to write back data from L2 SRAM as opposed to the S matrix.
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Chapter 8

Pipelining of Operations

Pipelining is a type of functional decomposition that can be used to increase the
throughput of a system [124, Ch. 5]. A compound operation is decomposed into a
sequence of simpler parts that each are executed by independent functional units
or stages. As soon as a stage has finished processing the current data item, the
results are handed over to the next stage in the pipeline and work on a new data
item can start. Since the simpler partial operations at each stage require less time
to complete than the compound operation, overall throughput of the pipeline can
be substantially higher. The total latency of the pipelined operation is however
at least as long as for the non-pipelined version. If a compound operation already
requires different independent functional units as for instance a DMA engine and
a DSP core, pipelining this operation is almost without extra cost.

8.1 Memory Latency and the Core Pipeline

The DSP core’s pipeline is stalled for each memory access that cannot be fulfilled
by the core’s L1 memory or write buffer as discussed in Section 5.2. Therefore the
total execution time of an operation is extended by the time the pipeline is stalled
causing a proportional reduction of the performance of the operation.

Considering the impact of loading the U factor during the computation of the
matrix product at level 4 of the hierarchy in Table 7.1 illustrates the effect of
pipeline stalls. As shown in Figure 8.10, a new 128 × 4 element block of U is
accessed as computation progresses in the column direction, n, of S. Since this
block is contiguous in L2 SRAM, 64 cache blocks of 64 B each need to be fetched
from the L2 SRAM and each fetch causes between 3 and 10.5 stall cycles [111, p.
1-17]. Therefore the pipeline is stalled between 192 and 672 cycles in addition to the
2 048 cycles needed for the computation of the 8×4×128 big matrix product. Thus,
the pipeline stalls reduce the maximum achievable efficiency of this computation to
between 75% and 91%. Loading the other matrices, L and M , will cause additional
stalls that further reduce the performance.
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Figure 8.1: Impact of using double buffering for DMA memory copies.

Therefore, to be able to approach peak performance it is necessary that all
memory accesses made by the DSP cores are directed towards L1 memory. This
also implies that future memory accesses need to be anticipated so that the data
can be moved to L1 memory ahead of time.

Many cache-based processor architectures include hardware or software prefetch
mechanisms, and so does the DSP, see Section 5.3. Yet, due to the architecture
of the hardware prefetch unit in the XMC pipeline stalls cannot be completely
avoided. Instead the DSP contains several DMA engines as discussed in Section 5.4
that can be used to transfer data to and from the core-private L1 and L2 memory.

This implementation uses two of the three available EDMA3 channel controllers
and the core-private IDMA engines to ensure that the DSP cores only access data in
L1 memory and thus avoid pipeline stalls during the matrix multiplication update of
the trailing matrix S. This technique was vital to reach near optimum performance.

8.2 Pipelined DMA Transfers

To obtain correct results, mutual exclusion between the agents, DSP cores and
DMA engines, accessing the same buffer must be guaranteed. If only a single buffer
is used, this leads to low utilization of both the DSP cores and the DMA engines
as illustrated in Figure 8.1a. Adding a second buffer allows the DMA engine to
access this buffer while the DSP core accesses the first buffer. The DMA transfers,
or memory accesses, and computation can be overlapped allowing a significant
increase in utilization as shown in Figure 8.1b.
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Figure 8.2: Pipelined DMA transfer for the product matrix S and the factor L
using the EDMA3 units. The computation phase is split in half to separate reading
and writing accesses to the external DDR3 memory.

This double buffering or buffer swapping is widely used in the context of I/O
processing [70, p. 217] and can be generalized to more than two buffers. Since the
total amount of fast memory and hence the total amount of buffer space is usually
fixed, a trade-off between increasing the number of buffers and their size exists as
discussed more in depth in [84].

For the computationally limited matrix multiplication, accesses to the slow
memory require a bandwidth of Θ(1/

√
s) when optimally using a s element big

buffer [45, 66]. Therefore fewer and hence larger buffers are preferable to con-
serve memory bandwidth. For this implementation two buffers were sufficient to
completely overlap the DMA transfers with computation for large problems. The
shapes and sizes of the buffers in L1 and L2 SRAM are shown in Figure 8.10.

The product matrix S needs to both be read from and written back to the DDR3
memory during the matrix update. For optimum DDR3 memory performance,
it is beneficial to separate read and write transfers as discussed in Section 5.3.
By splitting the computation phase in half as illustrated in Figure 8.2, the DMA
transfers can easily be controlled to maintain the separation. Since more data
is accessed during the read phases, which correspond to the second half of the
overall computation, the peak memory bandwidth requirements are increased by
this approach. However, the L factor is only read once from DDR3 memory for all
eight cores as described in Section 7.4 making this increase tolerable.

The programming of the EDMA3 engines is centralized to a single thread. This
allows to easily co-ordinate the transfers needed to serve each of the eight cores
to optimize DDR3 memory performance. The approach also reduces the memory
mapped I/O bandwidth needed to manage the EDMA3 engines. Instead two bar-
riers are used to synchronize the DMA transfers with the computations carried out
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Figure 8.3: Double buffering for DMA transfers in the matrix multiplication.

by the seven “worker” threads, 2–8, as illustrated in Figure 8.3. The pipe-up and
pipe-down phases also contain barriers and are necessary to properly fill and drain
the pipeline as shown in Figure 8.2 at the beginning and end of the computations.
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Figure 8.4: Latency of a single multiply-accumulate update s← s− lu.
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Figure 8.5: Schedule for a single 4× 4× 1 outer product update to accumulate 16
dot-products S ← S − LU , see also Figure 8.4.

8.3 Software Pipelined Matrix Multiplication

The inner loop of the matrix multiplication Algorithm 1 repeatedly executes ele-
mental multiply-accumulate updates of the form

s← s− lu (8.1)

with for instance s kept in a register and l and u loaded from memory. Due to the
multi-cycle latencies of the necessary instructions as listed in Table 5.1, 14 clock
cycles are required before the updated value of s is available in the register file as
shown in Figure 8.4. Executing these updates sequentially would limit performance
to about 4% of the attainable peak.

Completely unrolling the 4× 4× 1 outer product update at the innermost level
7 of the strategy outlined in Table 7.1 gives 16 elemental updates (8.1) that each
accumulate different elements, sij . Therefore the independent multiplications and
additions can be tightly packed into the available execution slots leading to a com-
pact 18 cycle long schedule as shown in Figure 8.5.
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Figure 8.6: Pipelined matrix multiply-accumulate update S ← S − LU .

The next outer loop at level 6 in Table 7.1 accumulates a large number of
these updates for the same 4 × 4 block S. The different functional units are used
in a staggered fashion in the schedule in Figure 8.5. Therefore, loading of the
next factors L and U can already be started at cycle 9 so that the results of the
first multiplications are available for accumulation at cycle 19, when the L units
become available. Thus a three stages deep software managed pipeline as shown in
Figure 8.6 can be formed to compute the level 6 matrix product.

The pipelined arrangement uses all the available multiplication units during the
kernel iterations and thus reaches attainable peak performance for these iterations.

Seamless Splicing of Software Pipelined Loops
The three-stage pipelined matrix multiply-accumulate loop shown in Figure 8.6 is
itself nested in several levels of outer loops. Considering only the immediate outer
loop results in a control flow shown in the left part of Figure 8.7.

Before entering the pipelined inner loop kernel, two prologue stages are necessary
to fill the pipeline, and a similar epilogue is needed at the end. After that the body
of the outer loop can be executed and control is returned to the prologue if more
iterations are needed. This repeated filling and draining of the software pipeline
lowers the utilization of the functional units as illustrated in Figure 8.8.

The inner loop kernel does not use all available functional units all the time,
as illustrated in Figure 8.6. This allows to integrate the instructions of the outer
loop body into several repeated instances of the inner kernel. Peeling a number of
iterations, o in this example, from the the inner loop allows to overlap the outer
loop body with these peeled iterations as shown in the right part of Figure 8.7.
Since the inner kernel is continuously executed, the software pipeline does not have
to be filled and drained and the utilization of the functional units remains high as
shown in Figure 8.9.
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Figure 8.7: Seamless splicing of two loops with the inner loop pipelined using three
stages. The loop counter updates and control flow that are integrated into the loop
bodies are explicitly shown outside the loop bodies for clarity.
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8.4 Efficient In-Core Matrix Multiplication

After a block of the product matrix A and the corresponding block of the factor L
have been transferred to the core-private L2 SRAM by the EDMA3 engines, each
core can concurrently and without interference compute the matrix product update

S ← S − LU (8.2)

using the block of U that was put in place by the preceding triangular solution
update.

The implementation uses the core-private IDMA engine to copy smaller blocks
of all three matrices to L1 SRAM to avoid pipeline stalls. The layout of the involved
buffers is illustrated in Figure 8.10. Double-buffering is used to overlap the data
transfers with computations as described in Section 8.2. As indicated in Figure 8.10,
only three DMA transfers are used to copy data to the L1 SRAM. The updated
product matrix S is directly written back to L2 SRAM by the DSP core, relying
on the 4 × 16 byte big write buffer to prevent pipeline stalls. The 16 × 16 block
structure of the S matrix is exploited to allow a single consecutive IDMA transfer
to copy a 4× 16 element half-block into the L1 SRAM buffer.

Two distinct calls, each updating 32 of the 64 rows the S block, are made for
the outer panel update as shown in Figure 8.3. This corresponds to the level 3
partition in Table 7.1.

The update function itself consists of four nested loops. The outermost loop,
ri, iterates over eight row high panels of S and L. The next loop, ci, iterates over
8 × 16 big column blocks corresponding to the layout of S. The third loop, bi,
iterates over the eight 4 × 4 big sub-blocks of S that are used in the pipelined
multiply-accumulate scheme from Section 8.3. The fourth and innermost loop, pi,
finally iterates over the rows of U and corresponding columns in L. All loop indices
run down to zero.

The third loop, bi, is a result of merging two short loops to partition the 8× 16
big block of S in L1 SRAM. These indices are assigned to locations as indicated
in Figure 8.11. The IDMA data transfers are overlapped with consecutive odd-
even pairs of bi indices to maximize available transfer time and new transfers are
initiated at the beginning of odd bi indices.

The simple IDMA engine can only process up to two queued transfers in FIFO
order. A new block of U needs to be copied to the L1 buffer at the start of each
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Figure 8.10: Sizes and shapes of the buffers for the matrices L, U and S in core-
private scratchpad memory. The smaller buffers, shown in the top left are located
in L1 SRAM, the larger buffers in L2 SRAM. The arrows indicate the direction of
the three IDMA transfers.

odd bi iteration as listed in Table 8.1. The copy of the next S block is split into
two halves to reduce the bandwidth demand. Similarly the transfer of the much
bigger eight row panel of L is split into two or four parts depending on the number
of overall columns in S and therefore iterations along ci. The L transfers are only
scheduled when ci < 2, which corresponds to the last two 8×16 half-blocks in each
eight row panel of S.

All the four nested loops were spliced into a single fully pipelined loop as outlined
in Section 8.3. The resulting control flow is shown in Figure 8.12. In total up to
12 iterations, one from the end and up to 11 from the beginning, were peeled from
the pipelined multiply-accumulate loop that runs along pi. Four pointers stored in
register, replicated to each side of the split register file, were used to keep track of
the current position in the buffers for L, U , Si and So. Table 8.2 shows an overview
over the tasks from the outer loops that were integrated into the peeled iterations.
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Figure 8.11: Data structures used by the two innermost loops of the matrix multi-
plication routine. The solid outlines show the parts of the matrices accessed by the
routine while the dashed outlines show the actual sizes of the matrices in memory.
The output buffer So is located in L2 SRAM, the other buffers are in L1 SRAM.

bi Transfer
first second

7 1 U 1/2 S
5 1 U 1/2 S
3 1 U 1/2 or 1/4 L see text
1 1 U 1/2 or 1/4 L see text

Table 8.1: Schedule of the IDMA transfers between L1 and L2 SRAM. The transfer
of the next eight rows of L is either split in two parts for S with 16 columns or in
four parts if S has more columns.

Here a important detail is that the check for the completion of the IDMA transfers
has to be done during the last iteration of pi loop when bi is even since the new
data has to be in place at the next iteration which corresponds to the first row of
the next panel of U in L1. The same holds for the updates to the L and U pointers.
Furthermore, during the first five iterations, Epilogue 0–4, the dot products were
summed up since the initial values are not yet loaded from Si.
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Figure 8.12: Flow of control of the inner loops of the matrix multiplication.
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Row, U Name Tasks
1 Epilogue 0 Test and branch to DMA waiting loop.

Update L and U pointers, part 2.
Write back to So, part 1.

2 Epilogue 1 Update Si and So pointers, part 1.
Write back to So, part 2.

3 Epilogue 2 Update Si and So pointers, part 2.
Write back to So, part 3.
Load Si, part 1.

4 Epilogue 3 Load Si, part 2.
5 Epilogue 4 Load Si, part 3.
6 Epilogue 5 Branch to DMA Update path.

Update So pointers, part 3.
7 Epilogue 6 Branch back to kernel.
7 DMA Update 6 Initiate first IDMA transfer, U , part 1.
8 DMA Update 7 Initiate first IDMA transfer, U , part 2.
9 DMA Update 8 Initiate second IDMA transfer, L, part 1.
10 DMA Update 9 Initiate second IDMA transfer, L, part 2.
11 DMA Update 10 Initiate second IDMA transfer, M .

last DMA Check n− 1 Check IDMA busy flag.
Update L and U pointers, part 1.

Table 8.2: Outer loop tasks that were integrated into the peeled kernel iterations.
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Chapter 9

Overall Implementation

The LU factorization benchmark repeats the following steps for each of the seven
different problem sizes and reports the time needed for Steps 3 and 4:

1. Initialize the augmented coefficient matrix S, (3.3).

2. Send the begin signal to the power measurement instrumentation.

3. Compute the LU factorization of S.

4. Solve Ux = b for x using back-substitution.

5. Send the end signal to the power measurement instrumentation.

6. Reinitialize the matrix S and verify the residuals.

9.1 LU Factorization Strategy

Figure 9.1 shows the overall decomposition strategy for this LU factorization imple-
mentation. The problem sizes are limited to n×n matrices with n being a multiple
of 128 to prevent partially filled panels.

At the top level the right-looking Algorithm 9 is used. The not yet factorized
part of the matrix is partitioned into a leading 128 column wide panel L and the
trailing parts U and S. After all necessary updates have completed, the process is
repeated for the now smaller S̃.

The right looking algorithm is recursively applied at the second level to factorize
the leading 128 column panel. This matrix is partitioned into a 16 column wide
leading panel and the corresponding 16 row high upper panel U and the remaining
part. The leading 16 column panel is copied by a single thread between DDR3
memory and the on-chip multi-core shared memory (MSM) at this stage. It is
transposed during this copy to be stored in column-major order in the MSM to
improve the data locality during the LU factorization at level 3. After the factor-
ization of the leading 16 column panel at the third level, the updated 16 column
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panel is copied back to DDR3 memory. Furthermore, the updated L panel is during
the following multi-threaded S updates at level 3 directly accessed in MSM. The
16 row upper panel U is updated in-place in the DDR3 memory. A single-threaded
partitioned algorithm is used to compute the triangular solution accumulating up-
dates to 4× 4 element blocks of U in the register file. The update of the remaining
part is also delegated to the third level.

To factorize a 16 column wide panel at the third level, the right looking algo-
rithm is used, again partitioning off 4 column wide panels at a time. The 4 column
panels are factorized in-place using the left-looking scalar Algorithm 8 that tem-
porary holds the 6 upper diagonal elements in registers. A combined triangular
solution and matrix multiplication algorithm is used to update the remaining part,
U and S, 4 columns at a time. The 16 U elements are kept in registers while
streaming 1× 4 blocks of L and S from MSM memory. All parts of the 16 column
panel factorization are single threaded.

The update of the matrix S at the third level is carried out using eight concurrent
threads that each handle a 16 row high block at a time. The row blocks are cyclically
assigned to the threads. Each thread handles a 16×16 element block of the current
16 row panel of S at a time to exploit the block structure of S stored in DDR3
memory. The blocks of S are again subdivided into 4 × 4 element blocks that are
held in registers during accumulation. The factor U is directly read from DDR3
memory, while the updated copy of L left in MSM is used.

The update of the remaining U and S blocks at the second level is the compu-
tationally dominant part. The matrices are partitioned into 16 column wide panels
that are cyclically assigned to eight threads as illustrated in Figure 7.2. Up to eight
panels per thread, in total 1024 columns, are updated at a time. A greedy strategy
is used preferring maximum size chunks. Thus only the last chunk can have less
than eight panels per thread. Each thread first applies the pivot row exchanges and
thereby also loads the 128 rows of the current U part into core private L2 SRAM us-
ing CPU instructions and simultaneously transposes them. The required 128× 128
big block of the L matrix is also copied into L2 SRAM and transposed by the core.
The triangular solution is computed using 4× 4 element blocks of U in-place in L2
SRAM. Finally A is updated using the pipelined matrix multiplication algorithm
described in Chapters 7 and 8. Here U is already in L2 SRAM while L and S are
streamed from DDR3 memory.

All parts of the benchmark except of the inner matrix multiplication loop for the
update of S at level two were implemented in C. The inner loops were manually
unrolled as discussed in [29]. The compiler was usually able to apply software
pipelining techniques for the loop kernel [104]. The matrix multiplication discussed
in detail in Section 8.4 was implemented in hand-optimized assembly language.

Core Private Memory Configuration
All core private L2 memory, 512 KiB, is configured as L2 SRAM during the whole
execution of the benchmark.
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Figure 9.1: Overview over the LU factorization decomposition. Matrices shown in
bold outline are updated during the step, dashed outlines indicate read-only access
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9.2. INSTRUMENTATION TO MEASURE DETAILED TIMING

The configuration of the core private L1 memory, 32 KiB, is changed during
benchmark execution. For all parts except the second level matrix multiplication
update it is configured as all 32 KiB L1 cache. During the matrix multiplication
update, the L1 memory is configured as 28 KiB L1 SRAM and 4 KiB L1 cache.

Summary of Usage of DMA Units For Data Transfers
The DMA units are only utilized for data transfers during the second level matrix
multiplication update. Two of the three EDMA3 channel controllers, CC0 and CC1,
are used to copy and rearrange the L and S matrix blocks from DDR3 memory to
L2 SRAM as described in Section 7.4. Furthermore, the core private IDMA units
are used to copy data from L2 SRAM to L1 SRAM.

For all other parts of the LU factorization shown in Figure 9.1, CPU instructions
are used to transfer data between on and off-chip memories.

9.2 Instrumentation to Measure Detailed Timing

To obtain detailed information on the run-time of parts of the benchmark imple-
mentation the technique outlined in Algorithm 11 was applied. The approach uses
the internal time-stamp counter of the DSP core that is incremented with every
core clock cycle. The output is sent via the Texas Instruments console I/O facili-
ties. Since this halts the DSP core, caution is needed to obtain valid measurements.
The timing instrumentation is conditionally compiled into the benchmark code con-
trolled by the instrumentation level ranging from zero, meaning no instrumentation,
to five, the highest level of detail. Using multiple runs at different levels a com-
plete and accurate picture can be obtained since the timed section is largely free of
interference from the instrumentation.

Algorithm 11 Time-stamp counter approach to measure detailed timing.
Require: t 64-bit unsigned integer, local.

1: if enabled at current level then ▷ Compile time.
2: barrier ▷ May be merged with existing barrier.
3: t← current value of time-stamp counter
4: end if
5: Timed section.
6: if enabled at current level then ▷ Compile time.
7: barrier ▷ May be merged with existing barrier.
8: t← current value of time-stamp counter− t
9: if on core 0 then

10: Output t to host system via JTAG debugger. ▷ Halts DSP core.
11: end if
12: end if
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CHAPTER 9. OVERALL IMPLEMENTATION

Description of the Timed Sections
The timed sections at different levels are nested so that levels of higher detail
capture all the time spent in a section at a lower level of detail. The lowest level,
one, encloses the whole benchmark including initialization and verification and is
not reported or used here.

Initialization, Level 2 Covers the initialization of the matrix S, step 1.

Solution, Level 2 Covers both the LU factorization and back-substitution phase
and is equivalent to the reported time-to-solution of the HPL benchmark.

Factorize S, Level 3 Covers the LU factorization of matrix S, step 3.
Factorize Panel, Level 4 Covers the factorization of the 128 column

leading panel at level two in Figure 9.1. Partially multi-threaded.
Load Panel, Level 5 Covers the copy of the leading 16 column

panel from DDR3 memory to MSM at level two in Figure 9.1.
Single-threaded.

Factorize Panel L, Level 5 Covers all three operations of the LU
factorization of the 16 column panel at level three in Figure 9.1.
Single-threaded.

Update Panel U, Level 5 Covers the triangular solution of the
16 row panel at level two in Figure 9.1. Single-threaded.

Update Panel S, Level 5 Covers the matrix multiplication up-
date of S at level three in Figure 9.1. Multi-threaded.

Update U and S, Level 4 Covers the combined triangular solution
and matrix multiplication step at level two in Figure 9.1. Multi-
threaded.
Load U, Level 5 Covers the copy and transposition of both L and

U from DDR3 memory before the triangular solution step of the
upper 128 row panel at level two in Figure 9.1.

Update U, Level 5 Covers the triangular solution of the 128 row
U panel in L2 SRAM at level two in Figure 9.1.

Save U, Level 5 Covers the copy of the 128 row U panel at level
two in Figure 9.1 from L2 SRAM to DDR3 memory.

Update S, Level 5 Covers the matrix multiplication update of the
trailing matrix S at level two in Figure 9.1.

Back Substitute, Level 3 Covers the back-substitution to computate x,
step 4. Single-threaded.

Verification, Level 2 Covers re-initialization of S and calculation of the residu-
als, step 6.
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Chapter 10

Detailed Results

Using the detailed timing instrumentation technique discussed in Section 9.2, a
series of experiments were conducted to obtain deeper insight into the behavior
of the different parts of the LU factorization benchmark. The main objective of
the detailed analysis was to uncover the from a performance perspective strong an
weak parts of the benchmark implementation. Since the overall efficiency of the
benchmark does not vary much with core clock frequency as discussed in Chap-
ter 2, the relative performance results can only differ insignificantly. Therefore, the
experiments were only made at a core clock frequency of 1 GHz, which lies in the
center of the permissible interval. This furthermore minimizes relative deviations
at other clock frequencies.

10.1 Verification

Before conducting the detailed analysis an attempt to verify that the obtained re-
sults are plausible is made by answering two important questions: Does the bench-
mark implementation compute the correct results? Are the measurements taken
by the instrumentation accurate?

Correctness of the LU Factorization Implementation
As pointed out in Section 3.4, the HPL benchmark judges the correctness of the
computed solution using scaled residuals as defined by (3.42), (3.43), (3.44) and
(3.45). The current version 2.0 of the HPL benchmark uses only r4. For HPL
acceptable residuals are below 16. Table 10.1 shows the residuals computed for this
LU factorization implementation. All are below 16, often with considerable margin.

Yet, for the 1023 equations case, rn comes close to the acceptance threshold.
This residual is sensitive to the condition of the equation system as discussed in
Section 3.4. To assess if the random number generation might be the issue, the
CLapack dgetrf and dgetrs routines downloaded from Netlib were used to solve
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CHAPTER 10. DETAILED RESULTS

n rn r1 r∞ r4

127 0.030 0.022 0.0071 0.0070
255 0.241 0.016 0.0040 0.0040
511 0.011 0.015 0.0033 0.0033

1023 14.762 0.013 0.0033 0.0033
2047 0.016 0.012 0.0025 0.0025
4095 0.058 0.011 0.0022 0.0022
8063 0.017 0.014 0.0027 0.0027

Table 10.1: Relative residuals obtained by the LU factorization benchmark imple-
mentation on the C6678.

n rn r1 r∞ r4 κ∞

127 0.026 0.019 0.0062 0.0062 3.6×103

255 0.208 0.014 0.0034 0.0034 1.4×105

511 0.009 0.013 0.0028 0.0028 4.0×104

1023 15.661 0.014 0.0035 0.0035 1.1×108

2047 0.023 0.017 0.0036 0.0036 4.4×105

4095 0.069 0.013 0.0026 0.0026 8.8×106

8063 0.014 0.011 0.0022 0.0022 1.7×106

Table 10.2: Relative residuals and estimated condition numbers obtained by the
reference Netlib benchmark on a Intel processor.

the exact same problems on a standard Intel processor. Table 10.2 lists the results
together with the by the LAPACK routines estimated condition numbers of the
systems. The results are similar and again the case n = 1023 shows problematic
behavior. The condition number, κ∞, of the system is about three orders of mag-
nitude higher than the n = 2047 case. This points to an issue with the random
number generator as reported in [32] for other cases.

The small differences between the residuals of the reference and the DSP im-
plementation may be caused by the fact that the matrix was generated row-by-row
for the DSP implementation and column-by-column by the Netlib code.

Experience gained during debugging of the implementation showed that pro-
gramming errors caused residuals far larger than the threshold. Quite often not-a-
number (NaN) results, for instance infinity, were obtained. Thus, it can be consid-
ered that the LU factorization is correctly computed.

Accuracy of the Power Measurements
The measurement uncertainty of the power measurement system is analyzed in
detail in [85] and the overall error is estimated below 3.5%. Unfortunately, the
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10.1. VERIFICATION

1 kHz analog bandwidth of the data acquisition system reduces the accuracy of
the results for the smallest problem sizes, n ≤ 511, that have run-times of only a
few milliseconds. Furthermore, for the benchmark results reported here, a simpler
approach to coordinate benchmark execution and data acquisition based on a serial
RS-232 connection as described in [68, Sec. 4.1.5] was used. This caused slightly
larger uncertainty in the determination of the start and end of the benchmark,
which again predominantly effects small problems.

To reduce the effects of random errors, the results reported in Table 2.1 are aver-
ages of 20 repeated experiments. The normalized standard deviations, correspond-
ing to 68% confidence intervals [20, p. 23], are listed in Table 10.3. As discussed,
the random variations are more pronounced for smaller problems. Furthermore,
the run-time of the 127 equations problem was short enough to not be resolvable
due to the slow RS-232 connection. For the largest problem size, the run-time was
about 11 s and the relative standard deviation was below 100 parts-per-million.

The relatively large variation in Poth may be caused by component temperature
or supply voltage variation shifting the operating point, and hence losses, of the on-
board DC-DC converters. Since Poth is not used to compute the energy efficiency,
this random uncertainty does not propagate to these results.

Overall, based on the observation of random deviations the power measurements
for larger problems seem to be reasonably accurate, while the results for the smallest
problems are much less repeatable. Given that the observed performance for small
problems was low, even a large relative error, say 100%, has no significant effect on
the general conclusions drawn from these results.

Accuracy of the Detailed Run-time Measurements
The resolution of the time-stamp counters and thereby of the timing data obtained
by the approach outlined in Section 9.2 was a single core clock cycle. Thus even
very short time intervals should be correctly represented.

Ideally, due to the layout of the timed sections as listed in Section 9.2, the
cumulative run-time obtained by experiments at different instrumentation levels
should agree. As Table 10.4 illustrates, deviations of the finer levels three to five
to the overall benchmark run-time measured at level two are mostly below 1%.

The overall run-time, c2, is also in good agreement, ≈ 1%, with the run-times
of the energy efficiency experiment results reported in Chapter 2. Here a slight
systematic bias towards shorter run-times reported in Table 10.4 was introduced
by the inclusion of detailed progress report messages intended for real-time visual-
ization during the LU factorization phase, step 3 in Chapter 9, that slightly slowed
down the execution. This reporting was disabled during the detailed measurements
to avoid negative effects either on the reported length of short partial intervals or
the self-consistency between reporting levels.

The self-consistency of the reported run-times should also extend to the distinct
timed sections at the finer levels of detail. For instance the total time reported for
the “Update U and S” section at level four should agree with the cumulative time
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n Perf. Eff. Pvar Pfix Pmem Poth E Eff.
% % % % % % %

800 MHz — 25.6 GF/s
127 ±0.00 ±0.00 ±0.82 ±2.72 ±16.51 ±2.16 ±2.10
255 ±18.82 ±18.82 ±1.15 ±2.44 ±2.85 ±2.19 ±18.85
511 ±5.63 ±5.63 ±1.15 ±1.94 ±0.55 ±2.08 ±5.69

1023 ±1.26 ±1.26 ±0.81 ±1.59 ±0.28 ±2.42 ±1.41
2047 ±0.23 ±0.23 ±0.42 ±1.33 ±0.07 ±2.53 ±0.41
4095 ±0.03 ±0.03 ±0.36 ±1.10 ±0.05 ±3.01 ±0.30
8063 ±0.01 ±0.01 ±0.23 ±0.65 ±0.03 ±3.47 ±0.20

1000 MHz — 32.0 GF/s
127 ±0.00 ±0.00 ±0.39 ±0.68 ±6.79 ±1.09 ±0.74
255 ±10.66 ±10.66 ±1.12 ±1.05 ±2.94 ±1.51 ±10.70
511 ±5.84 ±5.84 ±0.97 ±0.97 ±0.89 ±1.50 ±5.89

1023 ±0.97 ±0.97 ±0.49 ±0.93 ±0.26 ±0.84 ±1.05
2047 ±0.29 ±0.29 ±0.31 ±0.87 ±0.12 ±0.97 ±0.39
4095 ±0.02 ±0.02 ±0.19 ±0.78 ±0.04 ±1.03 ±0.17
8063 ±0.01 ±0.01 ±0.13 ±0.65 ±0.02 ±0.90 ±0.12

1250 MHz — 40.0 GF/s
127 ±0.00 ±0.00 ±0.73 ±1.55 ±9.76 ±1.66 ±1.06
255 ±38.66 ±38.66 ±1.92 ±1.20 ±4.03 ±2.22 ±38.69
511 ±7.91 ±7.91 ±1.31 ±1.17 ±0.76 ±1.87 ±7.98

1023 ±0.83 ±0.83 ±0.45 ±1.08 ±0.22 ±1.40 ±0.91
2047 ±0.32 ±0.32 ±0.26 ±0.98 ±0.10 ±1.41 ±0.39
4095 ±0.05 ±0.05 ±0.16 ±0.87 ±0.08 ±1.61 ±0.15
8063 ±0.01 ±0.01 ±0.10 ±0.62 ±0.04 ±1.68 ±0.09

Table 10.3: Estimates of the random error (68% confidence) for data in Table 2.1.
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10.1. VERIFICATION

n c2 ∆3/c2 ∆4/c2 ∆5/c2
[cycles] [%] [%] [%]

127 1.131×106 −1.04 −0.35 −0.50
255 3.960×106 −0.52 −0.21 −0.62
511 1.500×107 −0.30 0.05 −0.46

1023 6.320×107 −0.22 0.20 −0.05
2047 3.375×108 −0.11 0.18 0.08
4095 2.076×109 −0.06 0.05 0.21
8063 1.361×1010 −0.06 0.02 0.28

Table 10.4: Execution time in cycles and relative deviation ∆n = cn − c2 mea-
sured for different levels of instrumentation of the benchmark implementation,
fc = 1 GHz.

Phase c2 c3 c4 c5

Initialization 4.42×109

Load Panel 3.00×107

Factorize Panel L 6.36×108

Update Panel U 2.44×107

Update Panel S 5.83×108

Factorize Panel 1.29×109 −1.19 %
Load U 2.37×108

Update U 1.77×108

Save U 5.09×107

Update S 1.14×1010

Update U and S 1.18×1010 0.42 %
Factorize S 1.31×1010 0.08 % 0.35 %
Back Substitute 5.11×108

Solution 1.36×1010 −0.06 % 0.02 % 0.28 %
Verification 1.22×1010

Table 10.5: Execution time in cycles and relative deviation ∆n = cn− c2 measured
for different levels of all the instrumented phases for the n = 8063 case, fc = 1 GHz.

reported for the four nested parts, “Load U”, “Update U”, “Save U”, and “Update
S” at level five as described in Section 9.2. Table 10.5 lists the reported cycle counts
and the resulting deviations for the n = 8063 case. The biggest deviation is about
-1.2% for the “Factorize Panel” part.

Overall, the simple instrumentation to measure the run-time of different phases
of the LU factorization seems to be self-consistent.
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Figure 10.1: Relative contribution of major phases of the LU factorization imple-
mentation to the total benchmark run-time, fc = 1 GHz.

10.2 Major Phases of the Benchmark

The relative contributions of four distinct top-level operations to the total run-time
of the LU factorization benchmark are shown in Figure 10.1. Here, “Subst.” refers
to the back-substitution operation, step 4 in Chapter 9. The “L. Upd.” corresponds
to the top-level leading 128 column panel factorization as illustrated in Figure 9.1.
The triangular solution update of the 128 row panel, U , at the second level is labeled
“U. Upd.” and “M. Upd.” refers to the subsequent matrix multiplication, S, also
at the second level. These three phases together constitute the LU factorization,
step 3 in Chapter 9.

For the smallest problem, a single 128 column panel LU factorization is sufficient
and this operation contributes about 94% of the total run-time in this case. The
contribution reduces to about 9.5% for the largest problem that is composed of 63
panels. The triangular solution requires at most about 11% of the total time for
medium sized problems and only about 3.4% for the largest problem. A similar
behavior is seen for the back-substitution which constitutes almost 13% of the
total run-time for 511 equations but only makes up 3.8% of the total for the 8063
equations problem. The matrix multiplication consumes about 84% of the total run-
time of about 13.6 s for the largest problems. According to Table 6.2 this operation
contains almost 98% of the floating-point operations of the LU factorization at this
problem size.

Considering the performance obtained during the major phases shown in Fig-
ure 10.2 allows to explain this discrepancy. The high performance of the matrix
multiplication phase, that reaches 29.94 GF/s at 1 GHz core clock frequency or
about 93.5% of attainable peak performance in the best case, dominates over the
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Figure 10.2: Performance and efficiency of major phases of the LU factorization
implementation, fc = 1 GHz.

performance of the other phases. This causes a disproportionally big contribution
of the other operations to the overall run-time. The triangular solution update
reaches 8.82 GF/s or about one third of the performance of the matrix multiplica-
tion. The leading 128 column panel factorization executes between 1.29 GF/s and
3.25 GF/s which is about one ninth of the performance of the matrix multiplication.

The backward substitution, being single-threaded and using the naïve Algo-
rithm 3, only performs between 127 MF/s and 249 MF/s. This gives an impression
of the importance of proper optimization. Yet, due to the small contribution to
total run-time, overall performance is not significantly affected. The result can be
compared with the expected performance of the naïve LU factorization, 670 MF/s,
estimated at the beginning of Chapter 7.

Overall, further optimizations of the leading 128 column panel LU factorization
could significantly improve performance for small problems, but gains are very
limited for large problems that already execute very efficiently.

10.3 Performance of the Matrix Multiplication

The matrix multiplication update of the trailing column panels, S, at level two in
Figure 9.1 is the computationally dominating operation for large problems. It is
also the most heavily optimized part of the overall benchmark implementation. As
described in Section 9.1, the update is carried out in chunks of up to 1024 columns
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Figure 10.3: Performance of the pipelined matrix multiplication update at level two
in Figure 9.1, fc = 1 GHz.

distributed across all eight threads. Each panel has between 128 and 7 936 rows,
with the longer panels occurring during the earlier factorization steps.

Figure 10.3 shows the performance delivered by this operation for the different
shapes of the S matrix. The highest performance, 30.65 GF/s at a clock frequency
of 1 GHz, was reached for 1024 column chunks, or 128 columns per thread, with
7 680 rows. This corresponds to more than 95% of the attainable peak performance
of 32 GF/s.

The performance is almost independent of the number of rows, as panels quickly
get long enough to amortize the overhead of filling and draining the relatively
short outer EDMA pipeline shown in Figure 8.3. The width of the panel is more
significant due to the increased DDR3 bandwidth required to load the L factor as
discussed in Section 7.2 and listed in Table 7.3. This limits performance to below
9.3 GF/s for the narrowest panels with only 128 columns, or 16 columns per thread.
On the other hand, panels wider than 640 columns, or 80 columns per thread, can
be handled at 90% efficiency for all but the shortest panels and even 512 column
wide panels often reach 80% efficiency.

Due to the greedy strategy, panels narrower than 1024 columns only appear
at the right end of the matrix update and only once per update step. They are
therefore less frequent which limits the contribution of these narrow panels to the
overall run-time. Yet, these panels are responsible for the slightly worse averaged
performance for the matrix update phase mentioned in Section 10.2.
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Figure 10.4: Relative contribution of operations and performance of the triangular
solver for the main panel update, fc = 1 GHz.

10.4 Performance of the Triangular Solver

The triangular solution update to the 128 row panel U at level two in Figure 9.1 is
executed immediately before starting the matrix multiplication update on the up
to 1024 column wide chunk.

Figure 10.4 shows the relative contributions of loading the 128 rows from DDR3,
“Fill”, applying the update in L2 SRAM, “Update”, and writing back the updated
rows to DDR3, “Save”, as discussed in Section 9.1. Between 51% and 62% of the
total run-time is spent loading rows into L2 SRAM. These accesses are largely
random since the pivot exchanges are applied here, which partly explains the low
performance, see also Section 5.3. Writing back to DDR3 memory is relatively
straightforward and uses only between 9% and 11% of the total run-time. As a
consequence, less than 40% of the total run-time is spent on computations.

The computations execute at almost constant speed between 22.27 GF/s and
23.12 GF/s or about 75% of attainable peak performance. Considering the overhead
of L1 cache misses, this is in line with the estimation made in Section 8.1. Due to the
time spend in copying data, the overall operation performs only between 6.52 GF/s
and 9.01 GF/s. However, thanks to the greedy strategy, overall performance for this
phase is biased towards the upper end of this performance range, see Figure 10.2.

10.5 Performance of the Panel Factorization

The LU factorization of the leading 128 column panel at level two in Figure 10.4 is
recursively subdivided. The relative contributions of the distinct parts are shown
in Figure 10.5.
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Figure 10.5: Relative contribution of operations and performance of the recursive
L panel update, fc = 1 GHz.

Here, the single-threaded factorization of the leading 16 column panel, “L Upd.”,
dominates with about half of the total run-time. The multi-threaded matrix multi-
plication update, “S Upd.”, uses about 45% of the total time. Only about 1% of the
total run-time is spend on the triangular solution update to the 16 row panel U , “U
Upd.”, which is again single-threaded. This can be explained by the “tall-skinny”
shape of the matrix with up to 8 064 rows and at best 128 columns. About 4% of
the total run-time, including the “Load Panel” part described in Section 9.2, are
not directly accounted for and labeled “Other”.

The constant overall width, 128 columns, of the panel also implies that the
ratio between the operations in leading panel factorization and the trailing matrix
multiplication update asymptotically approaches a constant for increasing number
of rows. This explains the overall different trend compared to Figure 10.1. It also
implies that optimizing the matrix multiplication in this case offers smaller gains
also for large problem sizes.

In total the operation performs between 1.30 GF/s and 3.31 GF/s. This trans-
lates to between 4% and 10% of attainable peak performance and indicates that
some gains could be achieved by further optimization.

The performance of the matrix multiplication update at level three in Figure 9.1
is shown in Figure 10.6. The multi-threaded implementation quickly reaches a
plateau at around 6 GF/s which translates into about one fifth of attainable peak
performance. This result has to be interpreted in the light of the fact that the
product S is accessed directly in DDR3 memory only backed by the 32 KiB big L1
cache causing relatively long pipeline stalls.

The single-threaded triangular solution update to the 16 row panel at level two
in Figure 9.1 reaches only about 8% of the attainable peak performance of a single
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Figure 10.6: Performance and efficiency of the matrix multiplication of the leading
panel factorization, fc = 1 GHz.
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Figure 10.7: Performance and efficiency of the upper triangular solve of the L panel
update, fc = 1 GHz.

core as illustrated in Figure 10.7. The random accesses to DDR3 memory to apply
the pivot row exchanges may be the cause for this. Since the contribution of this
operation to the overall run-time is small, this low performance has little impact.

As opposed to the triangular solution update, the single-threaded LU factor-
ization of the leading 16 column panel at level three in Figure 9.1 reaches about
800 MF/s as shown in Figure 10.8. This corresponds to approximately 22% of at-
tainable peak performance of a single core. The fact that this operation accesses
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Figure 10.8: Performance and efficiency of the leading LU factorization of the L
panel update, fc = 1 GHz.

the lower latency on-chip MSM may be part of the explanation behind this. Since
this operations accounts for about half of the overall run-time of the 128 column
panel factorization, a multi-threaded implementation that uses the even faster core-
private L2 SRAM could provide an opportunity for further improvements.
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Chapter 11

Conclusions and Future Work

Based on the in this thesis reported results it can be concluded that the presented
LU factorization benchmark program delivers performance levels measured in frac-
tion of attainable peak performance that are for large problems comparable to the
expected level of efficiency for general purpose CPUs. Therefore, the presented
benchmark implementation is a useful tool to assess the performance and energy
characteristics of the eight-core Texas Instruments TMS320C6678 DSP for IEEE
double-precision floating-point dense linear algebra workloads.

The by the benchmark achieved energy efficiency of 2.92 GF/J for the 40 nm
DSP chip launched in 2010 was comparable to estimations for the 22 nm Intel Xeon
E5-2698v3 CPU from 2014. Furthermore, including the power consumption of the
external DDR3 memory permitted to project the energy efficiency of a HPC node
design of up to 2.64 GF/J. Since the same benchmark problem solved by the same
method is used to characterize large-scale HPC systems listed in the Top500 and
Green500 lists, cautious comparison with those data should be possible keeping the
differences in system scale in mind.

The performance of the developed matrix multiplication routine reached more
than 95% of attainable peak performance for all eight cores of the DSP. This is
comparable to high-end implementations for the x86 architecture and considerably
better than the 70% efficiency reported for state-of-the-art GPGPU accelerators in
[61]. The matrix multiplication implementation demonstrated that a for the DSP
suitable blocking strategy for dense linear algebra operations can be designed and
implemented. The use of the core private memory hierarchy as scratchpad memory
to avoid performance degrading pipeline stalls was essential to achieve this level of
performance.

The EDMA3 and IDMA engines of the DSP were sufficiently powerful and
flexible to move the for the matrix multiplication necessary data between the levels
of the memory hierarchy and carry out the required data layout transformations.
Double-buffering techniques to overlap this data transfers with computation were
vital to reach the described level of performance. The combination of simple cores
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and powerful and feature rich DMA engines has the potential to provide highly
energy efficient computer architectures [100, 55].

From a software and optimization perspective, the provided LU factorization
helps to motivate the effort needed to optimize other HPC and scientific computing
applications to reach comparable levels of efficiency. With regards to this the time
it took to obtain the necessary knowledge of the hardware and gain the needed
experience to devise possible solutions was the largest single component of the
total time spent in developing the presented software. This knowledge building
effort was to a large part a one time cost. The gained knowledge can with some
restrictions also be applied to similar hardware architectures.

A large part of the actual programming and implementation effort was devoted
to developing the pipelining strategy for the inner loops of the matrix multiplication.
Tasks like scheduling the operations to observe the correct latencies, performing the
register allocation and avoiding any resource conflicts were done by hand, mostly by
filling in and coloring a large spreadsheet. While this provided the flexibility needed
to perform the loop peeling and splicing optimizations described in Chapter 8, any
changes in this part of the program resulted in rather labor-intensive and error-
prone revisions of these manual aids and the resulting assembly code. Here, more
sophisticated tools that could interactively support the programmer while trying
to maintain the required flexibility would be of great help.

11.1 Related Publications

The results from the energy-efficiency assessment of the TMS320C6678 DSP pre-
sented in Chapter 2 were also reported alongside results for other benchmarks as
part of two PRACE deliverables [68, 67].

To be able to make the detailed energy-to-solution measurements, we have de-
signed and implemented the necessary instrumentation and data-acquisition hard-
and software based on a modified DSP evaluation module. This work is along with
an analysis of the expected measurement uncertainties described in [85].

In a follow-up effort, we were able to generalize the programming techniques for
the DMA engines used to access the external DDR3 memory to be applicable for
the long vector operations of the STREAM benchmark. We were furthermore able
to integrate a simple form of global schedule into the DMA program leading to a
version of the benchmark that could reach 96% of peak bandwidth of the external
DDR3 memory [84].

11.2 Future Work

The presented LU factorization benchmark is not a general purpose program or
library. On the other hand, the techniques used to reach optimum performance and
the constituent operations, like the matrix multiplication and triangular solution,
could with some effort be extended to be usable in the form of standard library
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functions, for instance using the BLAS or LAPACK APIs. With regards to this,
accepting a more flexible and standard data layout, as for instance the 2D layout
specified by the BLAS API, would be the primary concern when developing suitable
library versions.

With respect to further improvements in performance, the triangular solver
and the leading panel factorization could possible benefit from utilizing the DMA
engines in the same manner as demonstrated for the matrix multiplication. Further-
more, parallelizing the recursive leading panel factorization could lead to a rather
large performance increase if the larger L1 and L2 SRAM capacity made available
by using multiple DSP cores can be exploited.

Another important improvement of the LU factorization benchmark would be
to implement distributed memory parallelization to allow scaling beyond a single
DSP chip. This would most likely entail adopting a two dimensional parallelization
scheme like the block-cyclic distribution used by the HPL benchmark implementa-
tion.

Finally, Guarav Mitra, Software Engineer at Texas Instruments, was able to port
the LU factorization to the next generation 66AK2H14 Keystone 2 DSP+ARM
SoC [114]. This implementation was used by HP in stress tests of the ProLiant
m800 Server Cartridge [57, 56]. Instrumenting a suitable evaluation module and
carrying out power measurements for these more recent 28 nm devices would be
interesting.
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